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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 

 

Civil Action No.: 7:15-cv-00114 

 

TIMOTHY SOLUM and ANGELA SOLUM,  

 

  Plaintiffs, 

 

v. 

 

CERTAINTEED CORPORATION, 

 

  Defendant. 

   

CERTAINTEED CORPORATION’S 

MOTION TO DISMISS 

 

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6) 

Defendant CertainTeed Corporation (“CertainTeed”) moves to dismiss the Complaint in 

its entirety pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).  As set forth in the 

accompanying Memorandum, Plaintiffs’ claims for fraud and deceptive trade practices fail 

because Plaintiffs have not plausibly alleged any false or deceptive conduct by CertainTeed, 

cannot plausibly plead that they reasonably relied on any statement by CertainTeed, and have 

released the claims they attempt to assert against CertainTeed.  Therefore, CertainTeed 

respectfully requests that the Court dismiss the Complaint with prejudice. 

This the 21
st 

day of May, 2015. 

   /s/ Matthew H. Mall    

Russell B. Killen 

N.C. State Bar No. 21159 

russellkillen@parkerpoe.com 

Matthew H. Mall 

N.C. State Bar No. 36914 

matthewmall@parkerpoe.com 

Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein LLP 

301 Fayetteville Street, Suite 1400 

Raleigh, NC  27601 

Phone:  919-835-4626 

Fax:  919-834-4564 

Attorneys for Defendant CertainTeed 

Corporation 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the foregoing CertainTeed 

Corporation’s Motion to Dismiss was electronically filed with the Clerk of Court using the 

CM/ECF system and a copy was served upon counsel for all parties to this action via U.S. Mail, 

first class postage prepaid, addressed as follows: 

 

Janelle Mason Mikac 

J. Hegg Law, PLLC 

301 New Bridge Street 

Jacksonville, NC 28540 

 

Attorney for Plaintiff 

 

This the 21
st 

day of May, 2015. 

   /s/ Matthew H. Mall    

Matthew H. Mall 

N.C. State Bar No. 36914 

Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein LLP 

301 Fayetteville Street, Suite 1400 

Raleigh, NC  27601 

Phone:  919-835-4626 

Fax:  919-834-4564 

 

Attorneys for Defendant  
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 

 

Civil Action No.: 7:15-cv-00114 

 

TIMOTHY SOLUM and ANGELA SOLUM,  

 

  Plaintiffs, 

 

v. 

 

CERTAINTEED CORPORATION, 

 

  Defendant. 

   

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 

MOTION TO DISMISS 

Defendant CertainTeed Corporation (“CertainTeed”) submits this Memorandum in 

Support of its Motion to Dismiss. 

INTRODUCTION 

Plaintiffs hired a contractor to install CertainTeed vinyl siding on their house and allege it 

was installed improperly.  Although they do not allege the CertainTeed siding was defective, 

Plaintiffs claim they hired the contractor in reliance on CertainTeed’s website.  In particular, 

Plaintiffs allege they relied on CertainTeed’s designation of the contractor as a “Master 

Craftsman,” which Plaintiffs contend was a deceptive trade practice and a fraud. 

Plaintiffs’ claims are not valid.  The deceptive trade practices and fraud claims fail 

because Plaintiffs have not identified any deceptive or false content on CertainTeed’s website, 

and cannot plausibly plead that they reasonably relied on any statement by CertainTeed.  

Moreover, by clicking to agree to the Terms and Conditions of CertainTeed’s website, Plaintiffs 

both acknowledged that they were not relying on any statement by CertainTeed, and also 

released the very claims Plaintiffs now attempt to assert.  For each of these several independent 

reasons, Plaintiffs’ Complaint should be dismissed with prejudice. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Plaintiffs hired non-party Superior Home Improvement (“Superior Home”), a contractor, 

to install vinyl siding on their house.  Comp., ¶ 34.  Superior Home installed siding 

manufactured by CertainTeed.  Id. at ¶ 37.  Plaintiffs do not allege that the CertainTeed siding 

was defective, but claim that Superior Home failed to install it properly.  Id. at ¶ 39.  Dissatisfied 

with Superior Home, Plaintiffs hired another contractor to correct the problems (id. at ¶ 40), and 

filed this lawsuit against CertainTeed, seeking more than $25,000 plus treble damages, attorneys’ 

fees, and punitive damages.  Comp., ¶ 55, Prayer for Relief.  Plaintiffs claim that CertainTeed 

committed fraud and deceptive trade practices by denoting Superior Home as a “Master 

Craftsman” in the “Find a Pro” portion of CertainTeed’s website.  Comp., ¶¶ 1, 43-56.   

CertainTeed maintains a website at www.certainteed.com.  See Exhibit 1 at page 1 

(screenshot of CertainTeed’s home page).
1
  By clicking on the “Find a Pro” button, consumers 

can locate local contractors to install CertainTeed products.  Id. (see circled button).  Using the 

Find a Pro function, consumers input information about their location and needs, and then click 

the “Submit” button to access the results.  Id. at page 2 (screenshot of input screen, with 

“Submit” button circled).  When consumers select the “Submit” button, they are prompted to 

review the “Terms and Conditions” of the Find a Pro feature, and the consumers cannot proceed 

to the search results until they affirmatively click on the “Accept” button to agree to the Terms 

and Conditions.  Id. at page 3 (Terms and Conditions screenshot).  After accepting the Terms and 

Conditions, consumers can view potential local contractors (id. at page 4), and review the 

contractors’ listed credentials (id. at page 5, explaining the listed credentials).  If they decline to 

                                                 
1
 As explained below, the Court may consider screenshots of CertainTeed’s website because the 

website is the predicate for Plaintiffs’ claims. 
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accept the Terms and Conditions, consumers are taken out of the Find a Pro Function.  Id. at 

page 3. 

The initial level of credential listed on the website is for a “Master Craftsman.”  The 

CertainTeed website describes this credential as applying to contractors who passed the 

CertainTeed Vinyl Siding Master Craftsman written test, and demonstrated a commitment to 

their profession by studying installation techniques to better serve their customers and industry.  

See Exhibit 1 at page 5.  Users can download a booklet of educational training material directly 

from the website and then take the written test online, all of which is disclosed on CertainTeed’s 

website.  See Exhibit 2 (Master Craftsman web pages).   

In their Complaint, Plaintiffs assert that the Master Craftsman credential was a “sham,” 

which anyone could obtain by downloading a booklet from the CertainTeed website and passing 

a simple test.  Comp., ¶¶ 18-23.  Plaintiffs do not allege, however, that the CertainTeed website 

omits the prerequisites for obtaining a Master Craftsman designation, which are disclosed on the 

website.  In fact, Plaintiffs allege that despite having no background in construction, they 

reviewed the materials available on CertainTeed’s website and passed the test to obtain Master 

Craftsman status.  Comp., ¶ 22.  Nevertheless, Plaintiffs allege they relied on Superior Home’s 

credential as a “Master Craftsman,” and would not have hired Superior Home without this 

credential.  Comp., ¶¶ 30-34. 

As set out below, Plaintiffs’ claims for fraud and unfair and deceptive trade practices fail 

as a matter of law, and must be dismissed. 

MOTION TO DISMISS STANDARD 

To survive a motion to dismiss pursuant to Federal Rule 12(b)(6), a complaint must 

contain facts sufficient “to raise a right to relief above the speculative level” and “state a claim to 

relief that is plausible on its face.”  Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555, 570 (2007); 
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Caper Corp. v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 578 F. App’x 276 (4th Cir. 2014) (dismissing Chapter 

75, fraud, and other claims).  Although the Court views the alleged facts in the light most 

favorable to the plaintiff, the Court need not accept “unwarranted inferences, unreasonable 

conclusions” or “allegations that offer only naked assertions devoid of further factual 

enhancement.”  Caper, 578 F. App’x at 279.  To evaluate the sufficiency of a complaint, the 

Court may rely on “documents attached to the motion to dismiss” that are “integral to the 

complaint and authentic.”  Id. at 276, n.1 (citations omitted). 

Plaintiffs assert only two claim, for North Carolina statutory unfair and deceptive trade 

practices and for fraud.  Both claims are based entirely on supposed misrepresentations on 

CertainTeed’s website.  Because CertainTeed’s website is “integral to the complaint,” the Court 

may consider the screenshots of the website attached as Exhibits 1 and 2 to this brief.  See supra, 

Caper (considering various documents submitted with the defendant’s motion to dismiss and 

dismissing unfair trade practices, fraud, and other claims). 

ARGUMENT 

I. Plaintiffs Do Not State a Valid Unfair Trade Practices Claim. 

To state a claim for unfair or deceptive trade practices under North Carolina General 

Statute § 75-1.1, a plaintiff must allege facts plausibly showing:  (1) an unfair or deceptive act, 

(2) in or affecting commerce, that (3) proximately caused injury to the plaintiff.  Caper, 578 F. 

App’x at 287 (affirming 12(b)(6) dismissal of Chapter 75 claim), citing Bumpers v. Comm’y 

Bank of N. Virginia, 367 N.C. 81, 88, 747 S.E.2d 220, 226 (2013).  If a claim arises from an 

alleged misrepresentation, then a plaintiff must also plausibly plead “reasonable reliance” to 

survive a motion to dismiss.  Id. 
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Plaintiffs’ Chapter 75 claim fails because Plaintiffs do not plausibly:  (A) identify any 

deceptive act by CertainTeed, or (B) plead that they reasonably relied on any conduct by 

CertainTeed. 

A. CertainTeed Did Not Engage in a Deceptive Act. 

An act is “deceptive” only if it has a tendency or capacity to deceive a “reasonable 

business person.”  Caper, 578 F. App’x at 287.  Whether an act is deceptive is a question of law, 

which is appropriate for resolution by a motion to dismiss.  Id.  In the Complaint, Plaintiffs 

attempt to identify deceptive conduct by claiming that CertainTeed misrepresented that the 

Master Craftsman credential was a “certification that builders and contractors were advanced 

building professionals who were qualified to install CertainTeed building products,” and 

misrepresented that CertainTeed “examined the credentials” of any contractor certified as a 

Master Craftsman.  Comp., ¶¶ 50-51.  CertainTeed’s website, however, does not contain 

misrepresentations and does not provide any support for Plaintiffs’ allegations. 

CertainTeed’s website fully discloses the steps a contractor must take to obtain the 

Master Craftsman designation.  The Find a Pro function Plaintiffs allege they used describes a 

Master Craftsman as a contractor who “has earned the title of Master Craftsman by studying for 

and passing the … written test” and who has “demonstrated … commitment to [his] profession 

by studying installation techniques in order to better serve [his] customers and industry.”  See 

Exhibit 1 at page 5.  The Master Craftsman webpage provides both the complete training 

material for the test as well as the test itself.  Exhibit 2 at pp. 2-3.  And under the “Benefits and 

Requirements” heading of that page, the website plainly states that “[w]hen you pass the Master 

Craftsman Test, you will … [b]e listed as a Master Craftsman on our website ….”  Id.  Because 

the CertainTeed website discloses precisely what the Master Craftsman designation means, it 
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does not have a “tendency or capacity to deceive a reasonable business person,” and cannot 

support a Chapter 75 claim.  Caper, 578 F. App’x at 287.   

Separate and apart from its full explanation of the prerequisites for the Master Craftsman 

credential, CertainTeed also expressly states that “CertainTeed makes no guarantees or 

representations regarding the skills or representations of such service professional or the quality 

of the job that he or she may perform for you,” and further that “CertainTeed does not endorse or 

recommend the services of any particular service professional.”  See Exhibit 1, page 3.  This 

directly contradicts Plaintiffs’ allegations that CertainTeed “endorses the contractors” that it 

“recommends to consumers.”  Comp., ¶ 12.  Plaintiffs cannot base a Chapter 75 claim on 

“deception” regarding facts fully disclosed in writing.  Caper Corp. v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 

No. 7:12-CV-357-D, 2013 WL 4504450, at *11 (E.D.N.C. Aug. 22, 2013) aff’d, 578 F. App’x 

276 (4th Cir. 2014) (supposed oral misrepresentation was not “deceptive” when contrary facts 

were disclosed in writing).  For this additional reason, Plaintiffs’ Chapter 75 claim should be 

dismissed. 

B. Plaintiffs Cannot Plausibly Plead Reasonable Reliance. 

The North Carolina Supreme Court recently held that reliance “is not reasonable where 

the plaintiff could have discovered the truth of the matter through reasonable diligence, but failed 

to investigate.”  Bumpers v. Comm’y Bank of N. Virginia, 367 N.C. 81, 88, 747 S.E.2d 220, 226 

(2013); see also Caper, 578 F. App’x at 281-82 (citing numerous cases).  If a plaintiff could have 

discovered the truth through inquiry, then the complaint “must” plead that the plaintiff was 

“denied the opportunity to investigate” or “could not have learned the true facts by exercise of 

reasonable diligence.”  Caper, 578 F. App’x at 281-82 (citations omitted).  Without these 

allegations, the complaint cannot “survive a motion to dismiss.”  Id.   
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Plaintiffs’ own allegations establish that they could have, and in fact did, discover the 

“truth” regarding the Master Craftsman program simply by looking at CertainTeed’s website.  

The Complaint painstakingly alleges how the Master Craftsman courses “consist of nothing more 

than a downloadable workbook and short multiple-choice quiz”; that the vinyl siding course 

“merely consists of a one hundred-page workbook and twenty-five question, multiple choice 

quiz to be completed in ninety minutes”; that the “quizzes are composed of such basic questions 

that the common layperson” could pass the quizzes with “little effort”; and that the Plaintiffs 

themselves, as lay people without any building background or product knowledge, took and 

passed the quiz.  Comp., ¶¶ 18-19, 21-22.  In short, Plaintiffs claim they discovered that the 

Master Craftsman credential was a “sham” simply by looking at the CertainTeed website, which 

is the same website on which Plaintiffs must demonstrate they reasonably relied. 

In these circumstances, settled North Carolina law requires dismissal for lack of 

reasonable reliance.  See, e.g., Caper, 578 F. App’x at 281-82; Pinney v. State Farm Mut. Ins. 

Co., 146 N.C. App. 248, 552 S.E.2d 186, 192 (2001) (affirming 12(b)(6) dismissal because 

plaintiff did not plead that he was denied the opportunity to investigate or learn the truth); 

Oberlin Capital, L.P. v. Slavin, 147 N.C. App. 52, 554 S.E.2d 840, 846–47 (2001) (same); 

Hudson–Cole Dev. Corp. v. Beemer, 132 N.C. App. 341, 511 S.E.2d 309, 313 (1999) (same).  

Plaintiffs’ own allegations conclusively negate their ability to plausibly allege reasonable 

reliance, and therefore the Chapter 75 claim must be dismissed. 

CertainTeed’s Terms and Conditions – which Plaintiffs (and all other users) must 

affirmatively click to accept and agree to in order to use the Find a Pro function – separately 

preclude Plaintiffs from satisfying the reasonable reliance element.  CertainTeed’s Terms and 

Conditions caution that: 
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 CertainTeed makes no guarantees or representations regarding the skills or 

representations of such service professional or the quality of the job that he or she 

may perform for you if you elect to retain their services.  

 CertainTeed does not endorse or recommend the services of any particular service 

professional.  

 It is entirely up to you to enter into a direct contract or otherwise reach agreement 

with a service professional, and we do not guarantee or warrant their performance 

on the job or the outcome or quality of the services performed.  

 CertainTeed does not perform, and is not responsible for, any of the services 

requested by you in your service request.  

See Exhibit 1 at page 3.  Despite these disclaimers, Plaintiffs claim they relied on CertainTeed’s 

website as an “endorsement” of Superior Home’s capabilities, and now sue CertainTeed for the 

alleged quality of Superior Home’s work.  Black letter law, however, holds that a plaintiff cannot 

reasonably rely on an alleged misrepresentation that is contradicted by a written document.  See, 

e.g., Caper, 578 F. App’x at 281-82 (citations omitted).  For this additional reason, Plaintiffs’ 

Chapter 75 claim must be dismissed. 

II. Plaintiffs Do Not State a Valid Fraud Claim. 

The fatal flaws that defeat Plaintiffs’ Chapter 75 claim also defeat their fraud claim.  To 

state a claim for fraud, a plaintiff must allege facts plausibly showing:  (1) the defendant made a 

false representation of a material fact; (2) the defendant made the representation with the intent 

to deceive the plaintiff; (3) the plaintiff relied on the representation and its reliance was 

reasonable; and (4) the plaintiff suffered damages because of its reliance.  See Caper, 578 F. 

App’x at 281.  These elements must be pleaded with particularity.  Id.; Fed. R. Civ. Proc. 9(b).   

Just as Plaintiffs failed to identify any plausible deceptive conduct by CertainTeed, they 

similarly failed to identify any false statement made with intent to deceive.  As explained above, 

CertainTeed’s website fully disclosed the prerequisites for its Master Craftsman credential, and 

further disclosed the limitations of that credential.  See supra, Section I.A.  Moreover, Plaintiffs 
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affirmatively clicked to agree to CertainTeed’s Terms and Conditions, which contain further 

disclosures.  Id.  Because CertainTeed did not make any false representation, intentional or 

otherwise, the fraud claim must be dismissed. 

Plaintiffs’ fraud claim separately fails for lack of plausible reasonable reliance.  As set 

out in Section I.B. above, Plaintiffs’ pleading demonstrates that they discovered any supposed 

misrepresentation simply by reviewing the CertainTeed website, and also accepted 

CertainTeed’s Terms and Conditions, which defeat reasonable reliance.  See Caper, 578 F. 

App’x at 287 (dismissing both fraud and Chapter 75 claims for lack of reasonable reliance).  For 

this additional reason, Plaintiffs’ fraud claim must be dismissed. 

III. Plaintiffs Released Their Claims. 

Plaintiffs base this action on their use of CertainTeed’s website to examine the 

credentials of their contractor, Superior Home.  To view those credentials, Plaintiffs had to 

accept CertainTeed’s Terms and Conditions, which includes the following release: 

Your rights under contracts you enter into with service professionals are 

governed by the terms of such contracts and by applicable federal, state, 

provincial and local laws. Should you have a dispute with any service 

professional, you must address such dispute with the service professional 

directly, AND YOU HEREBY AGREE TO RELEASE CERTAINTEED 

(AND OUR OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, AFFILIATES, EMPLOYEES 

AND AGENTS) AND ANY OTHER PERSON, FIRM, OR ENTITY 

(INCLUDING OUR BUSINESS PARTNERS SUCH AS A PRODUCT 

MANUFACTURER OR SUPPLIER WHO MAY EMPLOY THE 

CERTAINTEED MATCHING UTILITY) FROM ANY DAMAGES OR 

CLAIMS (INCLUDING CONSEQUENTIAL AND INCIDENTAL 

DAMAGES) OF EVERY KIND OR NATURE, SUSPECTED AND 

UNSUSPECTED, KNOWN AND UNKNOWN, AND DISCLOSED OR 

UNDISCLOSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY CONNECTED 

WITH SUCH DISPUTES AND YOUR DEALINGS WITH SERVICE 

PROFESSIONALS.  

Exhibit 1, page 3 (Terms and Conditions screenshot).  Settled North Carolina law provides that a 

“comprehensively phrased general release, in the absence of proof of contrary intent, is usually 
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held to discharge all claims ... between the parties.”  Hardin v. KCS Int'l, Inc., 199 N.C. App. 

687, 699, 682 S.E.2d 726, 735 (2009); McQuade v. Xerox Corp., No. 5:10-CV-149-FL, 2011 

WL 344091, at *4 (E.D.N.C. Feb. 1, 2011) (dismissing all claims because a “general release 

discharges all claim against the released party”). 

The release applies directly to Plaintiffs’ claims.  The damages Plaintiffs seek are the cost 

incurred as a result of a “dispute” with their “service professional,” Superior Homes.  By 

accepting CertainTeed’s Terms and Conditions, Plaintiffs agreed to “RELEASE” CertainTeed 

from “ANY DAMAGES OR CLAIMS … ARISING OUT OF” that dispute.  Exhibit 1, page 3.  

Thus, the release bars Plaintiffs’ claims. 

Finally, the location of the release in a website “click-wrap”
2
 agreement does not affect 

its enforceability.  See, e.g, A.V. v. iParadigms Liab. Co., 544 F. Supp. 2d 473, 479-80 (E.D. Va. 

2008) aff’d in part, rev’d in part sub nom. A.V. ex rel. Vanderhye v. iParadigms, LLC, 562 F.3d 

630 (4th Cir. 2009) (holding that the parties “entered into a valid contractual agreement when 

Plaintiffs clicked ‘I Agree’ to their acceptance of the terms of the Clickwrap Agreement” and 

citing numerous supporting authorities); In re § 2703(d), 787 F. Supp. 2d 430, 440, n. 6 (E.D. 

Va. 2011) (“Internet users are bound by the terms of click-through agreements made online”); 

CoStar Realty Info., Inc. v. Field, 612 F. Supp. 2d 660, 669-70 (D. Md. 2009) (“‘clickwrap’ 

agreements, agreements that require ‘[a] customer [to] affirmatively click a box on the website 

acknowledging receipt of and assent to the contract terms before he or she is allowed to proceed 

using the website ... have been routinely upheld by circuit and district courts’”) (citations 

omitted).  Plaintiffs affirmatively clicked the “Accept” button to agree to the CertainTeed Terms 

                                                 
2
 A clickwrap agreement is a “dialogue box that appears on a webpage and requires the user to 

agree to certain terms before allowing the user to proceed.”  Nacco Materials Handling Grp., 

Inc. v. Lilly Co., No. 4:11-CV-28-D, 2011 WL 2119097, at *1 (E.D.N.C. May 25, 2011). 
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and Conditions, which included the release.  The release Plaintiffs agreed to is enforceable and 

applies to Plaintiffs’ Chapter 75 and fraud claims.  For this additional reason, Plaintiffs’ claims 

must be dismissed. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set out above, CertainTeed respectfully requests that the Court dismiss 

the Plaintiffs’ Complaint with prejudice. 

Respectfully submitted this the 21
st 

day of May, 2015. 

 

 

   /s/ Matthew H. Mall    

Russell B. Killen 

N.C. State Bar No. 21159 

russellkillen@parkerpoe.com 

Matthew H. Mall 

N.C. State Bar No. 36914 

matthewmall@parkerpoe.com 

Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein LLP 

301 Fayetteville Street, Suite 1400 

Raleigh, NC  27601 

Phone:  919-835-4626 

Fax:  919-834-4564 

 

Attorneys for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 The undersigned hereby certifies that a copy of the foregoing Memorandum in Support 

of Motion to Dismiss was electronically filed with the Clerk of Court using the CM/ECF system 

and a copy was served upon counsel for all parties to this action via U.S. Mail, first class postage 

prepaid, addressed as follows: 

 

Janelle Mason Mikac 

J. Hegg Law, PLLC 

301 New Bridge Street 

Jacksonville, NC 28540 

 

Attorney for Plaintiff 

 

This the 21
st 

day of May, 2015. 

   /s/ Matthew H. Mall    

Matthew H. Mall 

N.C. State Bar No. 36914 

Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein LLP 

301 Fayetteville Street, Suite 1400 

Raleigh, NC  27601 

Phone:  919-835-4626 

Fax:  919-834-4564 

 

Attorneys for Defendant  
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Caper Corp. v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., Slip Copy (2013)

 © 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works. 1

2013 WL 4504450
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.

United States District Court, E.D. North Carolina,
Southern Division.

The CAPER CORPORATION, Plaintiff,
v.

WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A., Defendant.

No. 7:12–CV–357–D.  | Aug. 22, 2013.

Attorneys and Law Firms

David D. Smyth, III, Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey
& Leonard, LLP, Raleigh, NC, James C. Adams, II,
Benjamin R. Norman, Brooks, Pierce, McLendon, Humphrey
& Leonard, L.L.P., Greensboro, NC, for Plaintiff.

Matthew Hilton Mall, Parker, Poe, Adams & Bernstein, LLP,
Raleigh, NC, William L. Esser, IV, Parker, Poe, Adams &
Bernstein, LLP, Charlotte, NC, for Defendant.

ORDER

JAMES C. DEVER III, Chief Judge.

*1  On November 26, 2012, the Caper Corporation (“Caper”
or “plaintiff”) filed a complaint against Wells Fargo Bank
(“Wells Fargo” or “defendant”) in New Hanover County
Superior Court [D.E. 1–1]. On December 27, 2012, Wells
Fargo removed the action to this court [D.E. 1]. The action
arises out of Caper's dissatisfaction with a loan contract
and an associated interest rate swap contract that the parties
entered in 2005. In the complaint, Caper alleges fraud,
negligent misrepresentation, duress, breach of fiduciary duty,
constructive fraud, and unfair and deceptive trade practices,
and seeks damages and reformation or rescission of the
contracts. On January 30, 2013, Wells Fargo moved to
dismiss the complaint [D.E. 12] and filed a supporting
memorandum and exhibits [D.E. 13]. See Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)
(6). Caper responded in opposition [D .E. 19], and Wells
Fargo replied [D.E. 20]. As explained below, the court grants
Well's Fargo's motion to dismiss.

I.

In March 2005, Caper contacted Wells Fargo's predecessor,
Wachovia Bank, and other lending institutions to inquire
about a loan Caper wanted in order to acquire an office
building (“the property”) in Wilmington, North Carolina.
Compl.[D.E. 1–1] ¶¶ 12–13. Although Wells Fargo did not
offer the best loan terms, Caper accepted Wells Fargo's offer
due to the parties' prior business dealings. Id. ¶ 13. On April
8, 2005, Wells Fargo loaned Caper $3.8 million, secured by
a deed of trust to the property. Id. ¶ 14. The seven-year loan
included a one-year variable interest rate followed by a six-
year fixed interest rate, and required Caper to repay all unpaid
principal and interest at maturity. Id. Caper purchased the
property, and on July 1, 2005, entered a 7–year lease with a
tenant. Id. ¶ 15.

When the tenant notified Caper that it wished to occupy
additional portions of the property, Caper sought additional
funds to upfit those portions. Id. ¶ 16. Wells Fargo offered a
$4.3 million, ten-year loan with a variable interest rate set at
the one-month LIBOR rate plus 1.75%, and stated that Caper
could obtain a fixed rate through an interest rate swap. Id. ¶¶

17–18. 1

On November 9, 2005, Walter Pancoe (“Pancoe”), Caper's
president, contacted Wells Fargo and spoke with Matt Boss
(“Boss”) regarding an interest rate swap. Id. ¶ 19. Boss
sent Pancoe materials that discussed how Caper could hedge
against rising interest rates by obtaining a fixed interest rate
using an interest rate swap. Id The materials reflected that
the interest rate swap could be matched with the loan's term,
interest rate, and principal amount. Id. ¶ 20. Boss also sent
Caper an ISDA Master Agreement (“Master Agreement”)
[D.E. 13–1] and a Schedule to the ISDA Master Agreement
(“Schedule”) [D.E. 13–2] (collectively, “Swap Agreement”)
that set forth the terms of a proposed swap agreement. Id. ¶ 22.

Boss advised Pancoe that Wells Fargo was offering the
Refinance Loan to Caper at market rates. Id. ¶ 51. The term
sheet for the Refinance Loan mentioned costs including a
0.25% fee, an appraisal fee, environmental assessment costs,
title insurance, and legal fees, but the Swap Agreement did
not mention any markup for the bank above interdealer broker
market loan rates. Id. ¶¶ 52–53. Based on Caper's prior loans
from Wells Fargo, Pancoe believed that Wells Fargo was
not charging any additional fees or receiving any additional
payments for the Swap Agreement. Id. ¶ 54. Pancoe also
believed that Wells Fargo was offering the Refinance Loan
and Swap Agreement at interdealer broker market rates
without any markup for the bank. Id. ¶ 55. Caper did not have
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access to information about such market rates, because the
interdealer broker market is a closed market open only to large
commercial and investment banks; therefore, Caper relied on
Wells Fargo's knowledge of such rates. Id. ¶¶ 56–58. Caper
did not seek legal advice regarding the Refinance Loan or the
Swap Agreement. Id. ¶ 59.

*2  On November 21, 2005, in a telephone call with Boss,
Pancoe confirmed an interest rate swap with a notional
amount of $4.3 million and a ten-year term, under which
Caper would pay interest at a fixed 6.91% rate and would
receive variable interest payments at the one-month LIBOR
plus 1.70%. Id. ¶ 24. The fixed interest rate of 6.91% was
0.32% higher than the interdealer broker market rate. Id. ¶
61. The same day, Pancoe signed the Swap Agreement on
Caper's behalf. Id. ¶ 25. In December 2005, Caper received
a confirmation memorializing the November 21, 2005 phone
call, which he signed and returned to Wells Fargo. Id. ¶ 26.

Before finalizing the Refinance Loan, Wells Fargo changed
the term it offered on the Refinance Loan from ten years to
slightly longer than six years, so that the Refinance Loan
would mature at the same time as the original loan. Id.
¶ 27. Thus, the durations of the Refinance Loan and the
Swap Agreement became mismatched by more than three
years. Id. ¶ 28. Pancoe raised this discrepancy with Wells
Fargo vice president Randall Tomsic (“Tomsic”), and said
the terms of the loan and the Swap Agreement should be
the same. Id. ¶ 29. Tomsic stated that the discrepancy was
immaterial, and that Caper would not owe any termination fee
or other penalty if it exited the Swap Agreement at or before
maturity of the Refinance Loan. Id. In response to Pancoe's
questioning, Tomsic reiterated that Caper's obligations under
the Swap Agreement would end when its obligations under
the Refinance Loan ended. Id. Based on those representations,
Pancoe executed a Promissory Note for the Refinance Loan
on behalf of Caper on January 23, 2006. Id. ¶ 30.

On February 2, 2006, Caper and Wells Fargo agreed to amend
the terms of the Swap Agreement so that the monthly payment
dates of the Refinance Loan and the Swap Agreement would
be the same. Id. ¶ 31. Wells Fargo also added a provision
allowing the bank to terminate the Swap Agreement if the
agreement became unsecured at any time after March 12,
2012 (the maturity date of the Refinance Loan). Id. ¶ 32;
see Swap Amendment [D.E. 13–4] 1–3. From February 2006
to April 2011, Caper made all payments required under the
Refinance Loan and the Swap Agreement. Compl. ¶ 34.

In April 2011, Caper's tenant notified Caper that it would
not renew its lease after the lease expired in June 2012.
Id. ¶ 35. Caper then asked Wells Fargo for an extension of
the Refinance Loan from March 15, 2012, to October 31,
2012, or for a bridge loan. Id. Caper also requested that the
Swap Agreement be terminated at the end of the term of the
Refinance Loan without any termination fee. Id.

In May 2011, during negotiations regarding a new loan,
Wells Fargo asserted that it would hold Caper to the entire
term of the Swap Agreement and require the payment of a
termination fee if Caper ended the agreement early. Id. ¶ 36.
When Caper objected, Wells Fargo indicated that it would
consider allowing Caper to terminate the Swap Agreement
without paying an early termination fee. Id. On October 31,
2011, Caper informed Wells Fargo that it had negotiated an
extension of the tenant's lease through November 1, 2012,
and requested an extension of the Refinance Loan and that
Caper be allowed to terminate the Swap Agreement without
paying any fees. Id. ¶ 37. Wells Fargo orally agreed extend
the Refinance Loan through November 15, 2012. Id.

*3  Tomsic informed Caper that Wells Fargo had sold the
Swap Agreement to a third party and would lose money
if Wells Fargo did not recover all payments due under the
agreement, which was worth approximately $620,000. Id. ¶
38. Wells Fargo, however, actually had not sold the Swap
Agreement. Id.

Wells Fargo did not extend the term of the Refinance Loan.
Id. ¶ 39. Instead of seeking new financing, in February 2012,
Caper decided to sell the property. Id. ¶ 40. Wells Fargo
notified Caper that Caper was obligated to continue making
payments under the Swap Agreement or to pay a termination
fee if the agreement was terminated. Id. Caper responded
that it would not pay any termination fee. Id. Wells Fargo
then assigned management of the Refinance Loan to James
Gragnolati (“Gragnolati”), an employee in Wells Fargo's
troubled assets division. Id.

Because the parties had not agreed on a loan extension, the
Refinance Loan matured on March 15, 2012. Id. ¶ 41. Pancoe
advised Gragnolati that Caper wanted to shorten the Swap
Agreement's term to match the term of the Refinance Loan.
Id. Shortly thereafter, Gragnolati orally agreed to extend the
Refinance Loan to June 15, 2015, the maturity date of the
Swap Agreement. Id. No such extension occurred. Instead, on
April 11, 2012, Wells Fargo agreed to extend the Refinance
Loan until September 30, 2012. Id. ¶ 42.
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In May 2012, Caper reached an agreement to sell the property
and requested a payoff of the Refinance Loan in preparation
for a June 2012 closing date. Id. ¶ 43. Caper requested
that Wells Fargo terminate the Swap Agreement without a
termination fee when the Refinance Loan was repaid. Id.
However, Wells Fargo demanded that Caper pay a $585,526
termination fee then owed under the Swap Agreement before
Wells Fargo would allow Caper to repay the Refinance Loan
and obtain a release of the deed of trust held by Wells Fargo.
Id. Wells Fargo's demand forced Caper to choose between
breaching the contract for sale of the property and payment
of the termination fee. Id. ¶ 44.

On June 28, 2012, Caper closed on the sale of its property and
repaid the Refinance Loan. Id. 45. Wells Fargo terminated the
Swap Agreement and demanded that Caper pay a $568,337
termination fee. Id. Caper agreed to pay the termination fee to
avoid breaching its obligation to deliver a deed free of liens.
Id. Wells Fargo asked Caper to release all of its claims against
the bank, but Caper refused. Id. Instead, Caper executed a
Confirmation of Termination to which it appended language
noting that it paid the termination fee under duress, under
protest, and reserving all rights to contest the fee. Id.; [D.E.
13–12]. Wells Fargo then released the deed of trust. Compl.
¶ 46.

Over the term of the loan, Caper paid Wells Fargo $97,666
more at the 6.91% fixed rate than it would have paid at the
6.59% interdealer broker market rate (the “overcharges”). Id.
¶ 62. Wells Fargo was aware that the overcharges represented
payments above the interdealer broker market rate. Id. ¶ 63.
The overcharges allowed Wells Fargo to profit on the Swap
Agreement. Id. ¶¶ 63–64. However, Wells Fargo did not
disclose to Caper that the bank would profit from the Swap
Agreement, and instead represented that the Swap Agreement
entailed no fees. Id. ¶ 65. Wells Fargo charged Caper an
additional $4,200 above the amount owed in setting the
termination fee. Id. ¶ 66.

*4  According to the complaint, Caper and Wells Fargo
chose the one-month LIBOR rate as a basis for the Swap
Agreement's variable rate and that (when chosen) the choice
was rational and fundamentally sound. Id. ¶ 67. However,
after entering the Swap Agreement, the conduct of other
banks and governments artificially depressed the LIBOR rate
from 2005 to 2009. See id. ¶¶ 67–83. Ultimately, according
to Caper, the depression of the LIBOR rate allowed Wells
Fargo to profit on the Swap Agreement because the bank paid

an artificially low variable rate while Caper paid a higher
fixed rate. See id. Caper also contends that the rate differential
resulted in a large termination fee. Id. ¶ 83.

Caper asserts the following claims: (1) fraud regarding the
assurances that Caper would not owe a termination fee, id. ¶¶
85–98; (2) negligent misrepresentation regarding the same,
id. ¶¶ 99–103; (3) economic duress resulting from Wells
Fargo's demand that Caper pay the termination fee before
the bank would release its deed of trust, id. ¶¶ 104–10; (4)
fraudulent overcharges arising from Wells Fargo's failure
to disclose income derived from the Swap Agreement, id.
¶¶ 111–21; (5) negligent misrepresentation with respect to
the market rates, resulting in the overcharges, id. ¶¶ 122–
26; (6) breach of fiduciary duty arising from Wells Fargo's
representation that the Swap Agreement would be beneficial
to Caper, id. ¶¶ 127–36; (7) constructive fraud arising from
Wells Fargo's taking advantage of its position of trust with
respect to Caper in order to profit at Caper's expense, id. ¶¶
137–39; (8) unfair and deceptive trade practices in violation
of North Carolina's Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices Act
(“UDTPA”), N.C. Gen.Stat. §§ 75–1.1–75.16, arising from
the foregoing, id. ¶¶ 140–44; (9) rescission or reformation of
the Swap Agreement due to frustration of purpose and mutual
mistake, id. ¶¶ 145–52; and (10) rescission or reformation of
the Swap Agreement due to its unsuitability for Caper. Id. ¶¶
153–58.

II.

A motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) for “failure to state
a claim upon which relief can be granted” tests whether the
complaint is legally and factually sufficient. See Fed.R.Civ.P.
12(b)(6); Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009); Bell
Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007); Coleman
v. Md. Court of Appeals, 626 F.3d 187, 190 (4th Cir.2010),
aff'd, 132 S.Ct. 1327 (2012); Giarratano v. Johnson, 521 F.3d
298, 302 (4th Cir.2008); accord Erickson v. Pardus, 551 U.S.
89, 93–94 (2007) (per curiam). A court need not accept a
complaint's “legal conclusions, elements of a cause of action,
and bare assertions devoid of further factual enhancement.”
Nemet Chevrolet, Ltd. v. Consumeraffairs.com. Inc., 591 F.3d
250, 255 (4th Cir.2009). However, the court “accepts all well-
pled facts as true and construes these facts in the light most
favorable to the plaintiff in weighing the legal sufficiency of
the complaint.” Id. In considering the motion, the court may
consider documents attached to the complaint and documents
attached to the motion to dismiss if those documents are
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integral to the complaint and authentic. Philips v. Pitt Cnty.
Mem'l Hosp., 527 F3d 176, 180 (4th Cir.2009); Sec'y of State
for Def. v. Trimble Navigation Ltd., 484 F.3d 700, 705 (4th
Cir.2007).

*5  A federal court sitting in diversity must apply the
substantive law of the forum state—in this case, North
Carolina—including the state's choice of law rules. See
Klaxon Co. v. Stentor Elec. Mfg. Co., 313 U.S. 487, 496–
97 (1941); Colgan Air, Inc. v. Raytheon Aircraft Co., 507
F.3d 270, 275 (4th Cir.2007) (per curiam); Hitachi Credit
Am. Corp. v. Signet Bank, 166 F.3d 614, 624 (4th Cir.1999);
Martinez v. Nat. Union Fire Ins. Co., 911 F.Supp.2d 331, 335
(E.D.N.C.2012). North Carolina enforces parties' contractual
choice-of-law provisions “as long as they had a reasonable
basis for their choice and the law of the chosen State does
not violate a fundamental public policy of [North Carolina] or
otherwise applicable law.” Sawyer v. Market Am., Inc., 190
N.C.App. 791, 794, 661 S.E.2d 750, 752 (2008) (quotation
omitted); see N.C. Gen.Stat. § 25–1–301: Tanglewood Land
Co. v. Byrd, 299 N.C. 260, 262, 261 S.E.2d 655, 656 (1980);
Torres v. McClain, 140 N.C.App. 238, 241, 535 S.E.2d 623,
625 (2000). The court need not decide which state law applies
to a particular claim if the law of the state that the parties
allegedly selected and the law otherwise applicable are the
same. See Volvo Constr. Equip. N. Am., Inc. v. CLM Equip.
Co., 386 F.3d 581, 600–01 (4th Cir.2004); cf. Hitachi Credit
Am. Corp., 166 F.3d at 624.

Here, the parties agreed that the Swap Agreement would
“be governed by and construed in accordance with the law
of the State of New York.” [D.E. 13–2] ¶ 4(e). The parties
dispute whether this choice-of-law provision controls claims

one through seven. 2  Thus, the court initially addresses what
law applies to claims one through seven.

Claims one through seven, sound in tort but relate to the
subject matter and formation of the Swap Agreement. Wells
Fargo argues that New York law governs these claims
because they are “really nothing other than breach of contract
claims disguised as tort claims.” Def.'s Reply [D.E. 20]
2 n. 1. Caper responds that, because the choice-of-law
provision does not mention tort claims, these claims fall under
North Carolina's lex loci delicti rule and North Carolina law
governs. See Pl.'s. Resp. Opp. Mot. Dismiss [D.E. 19] 8.

Although Caper's tort claims are contract-related, Wells
Fargo's potential liability arises not from the contract but from
Wells Fargo's alleged fraud, negligent misrepresentation,

breach of fiduciary duty, and duress. See Robinson v. Ladd
Furniture, Inc., 995 F.2d 1064, 1993 WL 211309, at *4–
5 (4th Cir.1993) (per curiam) (unpublished table decision)
(collecting cases); Glaesner v. Beck/Amley Corp., 790 F.2d
384, 386 n. 1 (4th Cir.1986); ITCO, 722 F.2d at 49 n. 11
(noting that a choice-of-law provision did not cover a UDTPA
claim because the “nature of the liability allegedly to be
imposed ... is ex delicto, not ex contractu ”); United Va. Bank,
79 N.C.App. at 320–21, 339 S.E .2d at 93–94. Accordingly,
because the allegedly tortious conduct occurred in North
Carolina, North Carolina law appears to apply. However,
the court need not reach this issue unless there is a material
conflict between North Carolina and New York law on claims
one through seven. See CLM Equip. Co., 386 F.3d at 600.
Here, there is not a material conflict between North Carolina
law and New York law on claims one through seven. Thus, the
court need not decide whether North Carolina or New York
law applies to these claims.

*6  In its first and second claims, Caper alleges that
Wells Fargo fraudulently or negligently misrepresented
that Caper would not have to pay a fee if the Swap
Agreement was terminated before its contractual termination
date. In North Carolina, the elements of fraud are “(1)
[a] false representation or concealment of a material fact,
(2) reasonably calculated to deceive, (3) made with intent
to deceive, (4) which does in fact deceive, (5) resulting
in damage to the injured party,” where “any reliance on
the allegedly false representations must be reasonable.”
Forbis v. Neal, 361 N.C. 519, 526–27, 649 S.E.2d 382,
387 (2007); Rowan Cnty. Bd. of Educ. v. U.S. Gypsum Co.,
332 N.C. 1, 17, 418 S.E.2d 648, 658 (1992). The law of
New York is not materially different. See, e.g ., Mandarin
Trading Ltd. v. Wildenstein, 16 N.Y.3d 173, 178, 944 N.E.2d
1104, 1108 (2011). In North Carolina, to state a claim of
negligent misrepresentation, a plaintiff must allege that he
“[1] justifiably relie[d][2] to his detriment [3] on information
prepared without reasonable care [4] by one who owed the
relying party a duty of care.” Raritan River Steel Co. v.
Cherry, Bekaert & Holland, 322 N.C. 200, 206, 367 S.E.2d
609, 612 (1988); Brinkman v. Barrett Kays & Assocs., 155
N.C.App. 738, 742, 575 S.E.2d 40, 43–44 (2003). The law
of New York is not materially different. See, e.g., J.A.O.
Acquisition Corp. v. Stavitsky, 8 N.Y.3d 144, 148, 863 N.E.2d
585, 587 (2007).

The “question of justifiable reliance [for negligent
misrepresentation claims] is analogous to that of reasonable
reliance in fraud actions.” Marcus Bros. Textiles, Inc. v.
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Price Waterhouse, LLP, 350 N.C. 214, 224, 513 S.E.2d 320,
327 (1999) (quotation omitted). For both causes of action,
whether the plaintiff reasonably relied on the defendant's
representations is ordinarily a question for the jury “ ‘unless
the facts are so clear as to permit only one conclusion.” ’ Id.,
350 N.C. at 224–25, 513 S.E.2d at 327 (quoting Restatement
(Second) of Torts § 552 cmt. e (1977)) (emphasis omitted).
One scenario where the facts permit only one conclusion
arises when a plaintiff alleges misrepresentations that are
“directly contrary” to the express terms of a written contract.
Reliance on such misrepresentations is unreasonable as a
matter of law. Int'l Harvester Credit Corp. v. Bowman,
69 N.C.App. 217, 219–220, 316 S.E.2d 619, 621 (1984)
(collecting cases); see Davis v. Davis, 256 N.C. 468, 471–
73, 124 S.E.2d 130, 133–34 (1962); Isley v. Brown, 253
N.C. 791, 793–94, 117 S.E.2d 821, 823–24 (1961); Eastway
Wrecker Serv., Inc. v. City of Charlotte, 165 N.C.App. 639,
645–46, 599 S.E.2d 410, 414 (2004), aff'd, 360 N.C. 167,
622 S.E.2d 495 (2005); Allied Personnel of Raleigh, Inc. v.
Alford, 25 N.C.App. 27, 30–31, 212 S.E.2d 46, 48–49 (1975);
see also Am. Chiropractic v. Trigon Healthcare, 367 F.3d
212, 234–35 (4th Cir.2004); Foremost Guaranty Corp. v.
Meritor Savings Bank, 910 F.2d 118, 125–26 (4th Cir.1990);
SunTrust Mortgage Inc. v. Busby, 651 F.Supp.2d 472, 484–
87 (W.D.N.C.2009). The principle comports with the “duty to
act with reasonable prudence for [one's] own safety One who
signs a written contract without reading it, when he can do so
understandingly, is bound thereby unless the failure to read is
justified by some special circumstance.” Davis, 256 N.C. at
471–72, 124 S.E.2d at 133.

*7  Here, numerous provisions of the Swap Agreement and
the promissory notes that Caper executed expressly contradict
any statements that Wells Fargo or its agents made indicating
that Caper would not owe a termination fee if the Swap
Agreement was terminated early. See, e.g., Master Agreement
§ 6(e) (requiring payment in the event of early termination);
Schedule pt. 1(f) (describing method of calculating fee
upon early termination); id. pt. 5(c)(2) (“[Caper] understands
that ... any early termination ... may require one party to
pay an early termination fee to the other party ....”); id. pt.
5(j) (providing that Swap Agreement and any related loans
constitute independent obligations, and that a termination fee
may be owed in the event of a loan payoff); Swap Amendment
1 (“[Caper] hereby acknowledges that the payments due
under [the Swap Agreement] shall be due ... whether or not ...
the term of any [f]inancing is shorter or longer than the
term of” the Swap Agreement); Promissory Note [D.E. 13–
6] 5 (“All swap agreements ... are independent agreements

governed by [their] written provisions ..., which will remain
in full force and effect, unaffected by any repayment [or]
prepayment ... of this Note....”); Refinance Loan Promissory
Note [D.E. 13–10] 5 (same). Caper could have learned the
truth about its legal obligation to pay a termination fee by
reading the agreements. Cf. Davis, 256 N.C. at 471–72, 124
S.E.2d at 133; Stunzi v. Medlin Motors, Inc., 714 S.E.2d 770,
777 (N.C.Ct.App.2011) (“one who signs a paper writing is
under a duty to ascertain its contents” and “is held to have
signed with full knowledge and assent as to what is therein
contained”). Accordingly, accepting as true that Wells Fargo
orally misrepresented Caper's obligation to pay a termination
fee in the event of early termination of the Swap Agreement,
Caper's reliance on such oral misrepresentations was not
reasonable or justifiable in light of the written contract. Thus,
Caper's claims for fraud and negligent misrepresentation
fail. In opposition to this conclusion, Capers notes that the
failure of reasonable or justifiable reliance may be overcome
where the party who made the misrepresentation “stands in
a fiduciary relationship to the signing party.” Int'l Harvester,
69 N.C.App. at 220, 316 S.E.2d at 621; see Vail v. Vail, 233
N.C. 109, 116–17, 63 S.E.2d 202, 207–08 (1951). However,
“an ordinary debtor-creditor relationship generally does not
give rise to” a fiduciary relationship. Branch Banking & Trust
Co. v. Thompson, 107 N.C.App. 53, 60–61, 418 S.E.2d 694,
699 (1992); see Oddo Asset Mgmt. v.. Barclays Bank PLC,
19 N.Y.3d 584, 593, 973 N.E.2d 735, 741 (2012). “Rather,
parties to a contract do not thereby become each others'
fiduciaries; they generally owe no special duty to one another
beyond the terms of the contract and the duties set forth
in the [Uniform Commercial Code].” Branch Banking, 107
N.C.App. at 61, 418 S.E.2d at 699; see Broussard v. Meineke
Discount Muffler Shops, Inc., 155 F.3d 331, 347–48 (4th
Cir.1998); Highland Paving Co. v. First Bank, 742 S.E.2d
287, 292–93 (N.C.Ct.App.2013). A fiduciary duty arises only
when the first party reposes “a special confidence” in the
second party, resulting in “domination and influence” by the
second party. Dalton v. Camp, 353 N.C. 647, 651, 548 S.E.2d
704, 707–08 (2001); see People v. Coventry First, LLC, 13
N.Y.3d 108, 115, 915 N.E.2d 616, 620 (2009); see also Cathy
Daniels, Ltd. v. Weingast, 91 A.D.3d 431, 433, 936 N.Y.S.2d
44, 47 (N.Y.App.2012).

*8  Here, Caper alleges that Wells Fargo “became a trusted
advisor to Caper, authoring the terms and details of many of
Caper's financial transactions,” Compl. ¶ 9; that Caper “had
a 30 year relationship” with Wells Fargo and that the City
Executive for Wells Fargo was Capers “trusted advisor,” id. ¶
11; that Caper “chose to borrow the funds from [Wells Fargo]
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because of Caper's prior business dealings with, confidence
in, and reliance on” Wells Fargo, id. ¶ 13; that Caper entered
into the Swap Agreement “[b]ecause of Caper's confidence
in, and reliance on” Wells Fargo, id. ¶ 59; that Pancoe
“reasonably trusted Tomsic, Boss, and others on behalf of
[Wells Fargo] to act in the best interests of Caper, id. ¶ 128;
that Caper “reasonably reposed a special confidence and trust
in” Wells Fargo and that the bank “was bound to act in good
faith with due regard to the interests of Caper,” id. ¶ 131;
that Wells Fargo “had superiority, control, and influence over
Caper and was able exercise domination and control over
Caper because of the superior knowledge of the terms and
risks and pricing” of interest rate swap agreements, id. ¶ 132;
that Wells Fargo “has a duty to act in the best interests of its
customers, including Caper,” id. ¶ 133; and that Wells Fargo
“took advantage of its position of trust with Caper.” Id. ¶ 138.

These statements are merely conclusory, and do not plausibly
allege the existence of a fiduciary relationship. See, e.g.,
Synovus Bank v. Coleman, 887 F.Supp.2d. 659, 671–72
(W.D.N.C.2012). Caper does not plausibly allege any facts
suggesting that Wells Fargo had “superiority, control, and
influence” over Caper. Instead, the complaint shows that
Caper is a sophisticated business entity that “for a number
of years acquired, developed, and sold a variety of real
properties,” including commercial office buildings, an office
park, and residential developments, and acquired millions
of dollars of financing to do so. Compl. ¶¶ 9, 14. Caper
approached Wells Fargo and “other lending institutions”
when it sought financing to purchase the property. Id. ¶
13. Rather than lacking understanding or having inferior
knowledge, Caper (through Pancoe) understood the risks
posed by a mismatch between the terms of the Swap
Agreement and the Refinance Loan, respectively. Id. ¶¶ 28–
29. Caper simply was unable through negotiation to convince
Wells Fargo to agree to shorten the term of the Swap
Agreement to match the loan term. Id. ¶¶ 32–33, 37. Thus,
Caper has failed to plausibly allege any circumstance beyond
an arm's-length, creditor-debtor relationship between a bank
and a sophisticated, repeat business customer. In particular,
Caper has not plausibly alleged facts that Caper held Wells
Fargo in “special confidence” or any “resulting dominance
and influence” by Wells Fargo. Accordingly, Caper has failed
to plausibly allege the existence of a fiduciary relationship
to overcome its lack of reasonable or justifiable reliance on
Wells Fargo's alleged misrepresentations, and Caper's claims
for fraud and misrepresentation fail. See, e.g ., Raritan River
Steel, 322 N.C. at 206, 367 S.E.2d at 612; J.A.Q. Acquisition,
8 N.Y.3d at 148, 863 N.E.2d at 587.

*9  In its third claim, Caper alleges economic duress
resulting from Wells Fargo's demand that Caper pay the
termination fee before Wells Fargo would release its deed
of trust. Compl. ¶¶ 104–10. A plaintiff asserting a claim
of economic duress must plausibly allege “that one party
to a contract has threatened to breach the agreement by
withholding performance unless the other party agrees to
some further demand.” 805 Third Ave. Co. v. M.W. Realty
Assocs., 58 N.Y.2d 447, 451, 448 N.E.2d 445, 447 (1983); see
Rose v. Vulcan Materials Co., 282 N.C. 643, 664–665, 194
S.E.2d 521, 535–36 (1973); Link v. Link, 278 N.C. 181, 194–
96, 179 S.E.2d 697, 705–06 (1971); Longiotti v. Wachovia
Bank & Trust Co., 25 N.C.App. 532, 537, 214 S.E.2d 205,
208 (1975).

Caper fails to plausibly allege any breach or threatened breach
of contract by Wells Fargo. The parties agreed that Wells
Fargo would be entitled to hold any collateral supporting the
Swap Agreement until Caper's obligations thereunder “are
completely satisfied notwithstanding any repayment ... of any
such loan or other financing.” Schedule pt. 5(j). The deed of
trust itself allowed Wells Fargo to hold the deed until Caper
paid all obligations due under the Swap Agreement. [D.E. 13–
7] 1–2 (granting property to Wells Fargo to “secure payment
and performance of obligations under ... swap agreements ...
between [Wells Fargo] and [Caper],” “in fee simple, forever”
until “all [o]bligations are timely paid and performed”). Thus,
Wells Fargo did not threaten a breach. Rather, it merely
asserted its contractual right to hold the deed of trust as
collateral for the Swap Agreement. This act cannot support
a claim of economic duress. See, e.g., Bell Bakeries, Inc. v.
Jefferson Standard Life Ins. Co ., 245 N.C. 408, 419–20, 96
S.E.2d 408, 416–17 (1957); Longiotti, 25 N.C.App. at 537,
214 S.E.2d at 208; 805 Third Ave. Co., 58 N.Y.2d at 451,
448 N.E.2d at 447. Moreover, the termination fee was not
a “further demand.” It was a payment the Swap Agreement
explicitly contemplated and required. Accordingly, Caper's
economic duress claim fails.

In its fourth and fifth claims, Caper alleges that Wells
Fargo fraudulently or negligently misrepresented that Caper
would receive a market rate as the fixed rate under the
Swap Agreement, resulting in overcharges. Compl. ¶¶ 111–
26. Specifically, Caper alleges that Wells Fargo represented
that “the interest rate swap would be extended to Caper
at ‘a market-derived rate,” ’ id. ¶ 50, and that Boss
“similarly advised Pancoe in telephone conversations that
the Refinanced Loan was being offered to Caper at market
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rates.” Id. ¶ 51. Furthermore, according to Caper, Wells
Fargo did not disclose any fees or profits associated with
the Swap Agreement. Id. ¶ 54. “Consequently, Pancoe, on
behalf of Caper, believed that the Bank was not charging
any fee or otherwise receiving any payment” under the
Swap Agreement. Id. Thus, Caper believed Wells Fargo
was offering the Swap Agreement at the market rate of the
interdealer broker market, “a closed market[ ] open only to the
largest commercial and investment banks.” Id. ¶ 56. Instead,
however, Wells Fargo “was charging Caper substantial fees
and earning substantial income in connection with” the Swap
Agreement. Id. ¶ 112.

*10  Caper fails to plausibly allege any misrepresentation
by Wells Fargo. Although Caper alleges that Wells Fargo
offered an interest rate swap at a “market rate” or a “market-
derived rate,” Caper does not allege that Wells Fargo or any
bank representative specifically offered Caper the interdealer
broker market rate. The phrase “market-derived rate” implies
something other than a market rate. Even viewing the
complaint in the light most favorable to Caper, the alleged
facts state nothing more than conjecture on Caper's part that
Wells Fargo's offer of a “market rate” or “market-derived
rate” meant the interdealer broker market rate, as opposed,
for instance, to the market rate for the bank's commercial
customers or the market rate for a customer with Caper's
credit profile.

Tellingly, Caper does not allege that it sought to clarify what
Wells Fargo meant by “market rate” or “market-derived rate.”
Instead, Caper assumed, based on Wells Fargo's previous
disclosure of fees in fixed-rate loan transactions to conclude
that the non-disclosure of fees in connection with the Swap
Agreement meant that the bank would make no profit on
the interest rate swap. See id. ¶ 54. This logical leap is
unsupported by Caper's allegations that Wells Fargo stated
that it would not profit on the interest rate swap or that the
only effect of the swap would be to achieve a fixed interest
rate for Caper, or that Wells Fargo typically discloses to its
customers the profit it makes on each transaction. Caper's
claims amount to an allegation that Wells Fargo, by uttering
the phrase “market rate,” misled Caper into believing that the
bank was offering Caper direct access to a market open only
to the largest commercial and investment banks at no cost to
Caper, without considering Caper's creditworthiness and with
no benefit accruing to Wells Fargo. Caper alleges no facts that
could move these claims “across the line from conceivable
to plausible.” Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570. Thus, Caper fails

to plausibly allege that Wells Fargo misrepresented that it
offered Caper the interdealer broker market rate.

Furthermore, Caper's claim that Wells Fargo had a duty
to disclose the income the bank would make on the Swap
Agreement is ridiculous. As discussed, Wells Fargo was not
acting as Caper's fiduciary. Private parties to an arm's-length
business transaction have no duty to disclose their potential
income or profits to each other. Accordingly, claims four and
five fail.

In its sixth and seventh claims, Caper alleges that Wells Fargo
committed a breach of fiduciary duty and constructive fraud.
“For a breach of fiduciary duty to exist, there must first be a
fiduciary relationship between the parties.” Dalton, 353 N.C.
at 651, 548 S.E.2d at 707; see Coventry First, 13 N.Y.3d at
115, 915 N.E .2d at 620. Likewise, a claim of constructive
fraud requires the existence of a confidential or fiduciary
relationship. Forbis, 361 N.C. at 528–29, 649 S.E.2d at 388;
Rhodes v. Jones, 232 N.C. 547, 548–49, 61 S.E.2d 725,
726 (1950); see Levin v. Kitsis, 82 A.D.3d 1051, 1054, 920
N.Y.S.2d 131, 135 (2011). As discussed, however, Caper has
not plausibly alleged facts demonstrating the existence of
a confidential or fiduciary relationship between the parties.
Accordingly, claims six and seven fail.

*11  In its eighth claim, Caper alleges that Wells Fargo's
acts in connection with the Swap Agreement violated North
Carolina's UDTPA. To state a UDTPA claim, Caper must
plausibly allege that (1) Wells Fargo committed an unfair
or deceptive act or practice, (2) the act or practice was in
or affecting commerce, and (3) the act proximately caused
injury to the plaintiff. N.C. Gen.Stat. §§ 75–1 .1, 75–16;
Walker v. Fleetwood Homes of N.C., Inc., 362 N.C. 63,
71–72, 653 S.E.2d 393, 399 (2007); Dalton, 353 N.C. at
656, 548 S.E.2d at 711; RD & J Props. v. Lauralea–Dilton
Enters., LLC, 165 N.C.App. 737, 748, 600 S.E.2d 492, 500
(2004). An act is deceptive if it has a tendency or capacity
to deceive. Dalton, 353 N.C. at 656, 548 S.E.2d at 711;
Marshall v. Miller, 302 N.C. 539, 548, 276 S.E.2d 397,
403 (1981). An act is unfair “if it offends established public
policy,” “is immoral, unethical, oppressive, unscrupulous,
or substantially injurious to consumers,” or “amounts to an
inequitable assertion of ... power or position.” Carcano v.
JBSS, LLC, 200 N.C.App. 162,172, 684 S.E.2d 41, 50 (2009)
(quotation omitted) (emphasis removed); Gilbane Bldg. Co.
v. Fed. Reserve Bank, 80 F.3d 895, 902 (4th Cir.1996).
“Whether an act or practice is unfair or deceptive under the
UDTPA is a question of law for the court.” Kelly v. Georgia
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Pac., LLC, 671 F.Supp.2d 785, 798–99 (E.D.N.C.2009)
(collecting cases).

In the complaint, Caper does not identify any particular acts
as unfair or deceptive, but merely incorporates the complaint
into the UDTPA claim. In opposition to the motion to dismiss,
Caper argues that

the Bank inequitably asserted its
power by inducing Caper to buy
the Swaps as a hedge against rising
interest rates while assuring Caper that
the discrepancy in the terms of the
Refinanced Loan and the Swaps was
immaterial, particularly with respect to
Caper's potential obligation to pay a
termination fee. This happened when
Caper was already committed to the
Swaps and properly trusted the Bank
to tell the truth about key facts.

Pl.'s Resp. Opp. Mot. Dismiss 23. As discussed, Caper was
contractually obligated to pay a termination fee under the
Swap Agreement, was aware of that contractual obligation,
and was unable to negotiate a change in the terms of the
agreement. Furthermore, Caper was aware that any alteration
of the Swap Agreement had to be made in writing. See
Master Agreement § 8(b). Thus, Wells Fargo's alleged oral
representations that Caper would not owe a termination
fee “did not have the capacity to deceive a reasonable
businessperson.” RD & J Props., 165 N.C.App. at 749, 600
S.E.2d at 501. Accordingly, Caper's eighth claim fails.

In its ninth and tenth claims, which are governed by New
York law, Caper seeks reformation or rescission of the Swap
Agreement. However, the parties' June 28, 2012 agreement
expressly terminated the Swap Agreement. Compl. ¶ 45;
[D.E. 13–12]. Caper reserved only the right “to contest its
liability for the Termination Fee required to be paid” under
the termination agreement. [D.E. 13–12] 3. The remedies
of rescission and reformation are unavailable because the
contract underlying these claims no longer binds the parties.
See, e.g., Miles v. Gladstein, 214 A.D.2d 706, 707, 625
N.Y.S.2d 608, 609 (1995); Paterno & Sons, Inc. v. Town of
New Windsor, 43 A.D.2d 863, 866, 351 N.Y.S.2d 445, 451
(1974). In any event, “[w]hen a contract is terminated in the
course of performance, any claim which either party may
have had regarding any outstanding obligation thereunder
is annulled unless it is expressly or impliedly reserved in
the rescission agreement.” M.J. Posner Constr. Co. v. Valley

View Dev. Corp., 118 A.D.2d 1001, 1001–02, 499 N.Y.S.2d
997, 999 (1986). Caper did not expressly or impliedly
reserve a right to seek rescission or reformation of the Swap
Agreement. Thus, claims nine and ten fail.

*12  Alternatively, to the extent reformation or rescission
may be available, the claims still fail. In its ninth claim,
Caper seeks rescission or reformation of the Swap Agreement
due to commercial frustration of purpose and mutual mistake
resulting from artificial depression of the LIBOR. Compl. ¶¶
146–52. Frustration of purpose, however, applies only “when
a change in circumstances makes one party's performance
virtually useless to the other.” Morpheus Capital Advisors
LLC v. UBS AG, 105 A.D.3d 145, 148, 962 N.Y.S.2d
82, 85 (2013); PPF Safeguard, LLC v. BCR Safeguard
Holding, LLC, 85 A.D.3d 506, 508, 924 N.Y.S.2d 391, 394
(2011). Here, the interest rate swap was not useless. Rather,
the swap functioned as intended by protecting Caper from
potentially high variable interest rates and providing Caper
fixed interest payments rather than unpredictable, variable
interest payments. Caper paid the amount of interest it agreed
to and expected to pay under the Swap Agreement. Thus, the
contract's purpose was not frustrated.

As for mutual mistake, mutual mistake may be a ground
for reforming or rescinding a contract where “the parties
have reached an oral agreement and, unknown to either, the
signed writing does not express that agreement.” Chimart
Assocs. v. Paul, 66 N.Y.2d 570, 573–74, 489 N.E.2d 231,
233–34 (1986). “The mutual mistake must exist at the time
the contract is entered and must be substantial. The idea is that
the agreement as expressed, in some material respect, does not
represent the ‘meeting of the minds' of the parties.” Gould v.
Bd. of Educ. of Sewanhaka Cent. High Sch. Dist., 81 N.Y.2d
446, 453, 616 N.E.2d 142, 146 (N.Y.1993).

Caper fails to plausibly allege any mutual mistake. Although
Caper attaches great importance to the parties' alleged
understanding that the one-month LIBOR rate “was a rational
and fundamentally sound choice for a floating rate, which
represented a free market rate at which solid and stable
financial institutions lend money,” Compl. ¶ 146, this
understanding was irrelevant to the Swap Agreement. The
complaint shows that the parties chose the one-month LIBOR
rate not for its virtue as a fundamentally sound market
indicator, but in order to match the terms of the proposed
Refinance Loan. See Compl. ¶¶ 18–24. Thus, whether the
chosen variable rate was fundamentally sound or utterly
irrational, Caper was protected from a rise in interest rates.
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The interest rate swap performed as the parties expected:
Caper paid an effective fixed interest rate for the Refinance
Loan. Thus, any mistake the parties made regarding the
LIBOR rate was not material. Accordingly, Caper's claim for
rescission or reformation due to mutual mistake fails.

Finally, in its tenth claim, Caper seeks rescission or
reformation of the Swap Agreement because of the Swap
Agreement's “unsuitability” for Caper. Id. ¶¶ 153–58.
Specifically, Caper asserts that the mismatch between the
durations of the Refinance Loan and the Swap Agreement
resulted in a Swap Agreement that did not hedge against
interest rate risk but was instead “nothing more than a bet on
the movement of interest rates.” Id. ¶ 157.

*13  New York law does not recognize a claim for
“unsuitability.” See, e.g., Sofia v. Mass. Mut. Life Ins. Co.,
No. 02–CV–6088T, 2004 WL 1792441, at *4 (W.D.N.Y.
Aug. 10, 2004) (unpublished). Alternatively, to the extent
the cases cited by Caper support the existence of a claim for

unsuitability, New York law requires a fiduciary relationship
between the parties. See Pl.'s Resp. Opp. Mot. Dismiss 28;
In re Estate of Rothko, 401 N.Y.2d 305, 320–22, 372 N.E.2d
291, 297–98 (1977); In re Estate of Witherhill, 37 A.D.3d
879, 880–81, 828 N.Y.S.2d 722, 724–26 (2007); Scalp &
Blade, Inc. v. Advest, Inc., 309 A.D.2d 219, 225–29, 765
N.Y.S.2d 92, 97–99 (2003). As discussed, Caper has failed
to plausibly allege any fiduciary relationship. Moreover, the
Swap Agreement did in fact hedge against interest rate risk.
Accordingly, this claim fails.

III.

In sum, Caper has failed to state a claim upon which relief can
be granted. Accordingly, the court GRANTS Wells Fargo's
motion to dismiss [D.E. 12].

SO ORDERED.

Footnotes
1 An “interest rate swap” is a standalone interest rate hedging instrument whereby two parties pay each other interest

based on a notional principal amount (i.e., an agreed hypothetical principal amount). See Thrifty Oil Co. v. Bank of Am.,
322 F.3d 1039, 1042–43 (9th Cir.2003). The first party pays a fixed interest rate to the second party, while the second
party pays a variable interest rate to the first party. If the first party is a borrower with a variable interest rate loan, where
the loan interest rate and swap interest rate are the same, and the notional principal amount is equal to the loan principal,
the loan holder effectively pays only a fixed interest rate. See id. Incoming payments under the interest rate swap offset
any interest due under the loan, leaving a net payment at the fixed interest rate. See id.

2 The parties do not dispute the law applicable to claims eight, nine, and ten. North Carolina law governs Caper's eighth
claim, a UDTPA claim. ITCO Corp. v. Michelin Tire Corp., 722 F.2d 42, 49 n. 11 (4th Cir.1983); Martinez, 911 F.Supp.2d
at 338; United Va. Bank v. Air–Lift Assocs., 79 N.C.App. 315, 320–21, 339 S.E.2d 90, 93–94 (1986). New York law
governs Caper's ninth and tenth claims, claims for recision or reformation of the Swap Agreement. See [D.E. 13–2] ¶
4(e); Hitachi Credit Am. Corp., 166 F.3d at 624.

End of Document © 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Opinion

Affirmed by unpublished PER CURIAM opinion.

Unpublished opinions are not binding precedent in this
circuit.

PER CURIAM:

This case arises from an interest rate swap agreement
and accompanying loan contract between Appellant The
Caper Corporation (“Appellant”) and Appellee Wells Fargo
(“Appellee”), as successor in interest to Wachovia Bank, N.A.
The district court dismissed all ten of Appellant's causes of
action, which sound in both contract and tort, for failure to

state a claim under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).
For the reasons that follow, we affirm.

I.

A. 1

Appellant is a real estate development corporation organized
under Florida law and headquartered in North Carolina.
Beginning in the early 1980s, Appellant financed many of
its commercial and residential development projects through
loans obtained from Appellee and its predecessors-in-interest.
Consistent with this relationship, on April 8, 2005, Appellee
loaned Appellant $3.8 million (the “Original Loan”) so
that Appellant could purchase an office building located in
Wilmington, North Carolina (the “Property”). The seven-year
loan agreement, which was secured by a deed of trust to the
Property, included a one-year variable interest rate followed
by a six-year fixed interest rate. Appellant used the loan
disbursement to purchase the Property and, effective July 1,
2005, leased it to a commercial tenant for a term of seven
years.

Several months after executing the Original Loan, Appellant
decided to seek refinancing in order to develop certain
portions of the Property for the tenant's use. Appellee
responded to Appellant's inquiry with a term sheet (the “Term
Sheet”) offering *277  a $10.3 million (later reduced by
agreement to $4.3 million), ten-year refinanced loan with a
variable interest rate set at the one-month London Interbank
Offered Rate (“LIBOR”) plus 1.75% (later reduced by
agreement to LIBOR plus 1.70%). The proposed refinanced
loan, according to the Term Sheet, would include a 0.25%
fee and “[o]ther costs as required including appraisal fee,
environmental assessment, title insurance and legal fees (if

applicable).” J.A. 23. 2  The Term Sheet further provided that
Appellant could obtain a fixed rate through a separate interest
rate swap agreement, which was “available upon request.” Id.
at 13.

As described by the district court, an interest rate swap
agreement

is a standalone interest rate hedging
instrument whereby two parties pay
each other interest based on a notional
principal amount (i.e., an agreed
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hypothetical principal amount). The
first party pays a fixed interest rate
to the second party, while the second
party pays a variable interest rate to
the first party. If the first party is a
borrower with a variable interest rate
loan, where the loan interest rate and
swap interest rate are the same, and
the notional principal amount is equal
to the loan principal, the loan holder
effectively pays only a fixed interest
rate. Incoming payments under the
interest rate swap offset any interest
due under the loan, leaving a net
payment at the fixed interest rate.

The Caper Corp. v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., No. 7:12–CV–
357–D, 2013 WL 4504450, at *1 n. 1 (E.D.N.C. Aug. 22,
2013) (internal citations omitted). Notably, the Term Sheet
stated that Appellee would extend any swap agreement at
“a market-derived rate.” J.A. 22. Appellee orally advised
Appellant that the proposed refinanced loan, on the other
hand, was being offered at “market rates.” Id.

Intent on securing a fixed-rate loan or its equivalent,
Appellant's president, Walter Pancoe (“Pancoe”), contacted
Appellee about the swap option mentioned in the Term Sheet.
Following a brief telephone conversation, Appellee's agent,
Matt Boss (“Boss”), sent Pancoe a letter (the “Swap Letter”)
proposing an interest rate swap as a way “to hedge against
future interest rate increases on [Appellant's] [anticipated]
floating rate loan.” J.A. 116. In explaining the proposed
swap, the Swap Letter described, inter alia, the possibility
of “termination fees” if the “swap transaction is unwound
before its stated maturity,” id., and identified some of the risks
involved in executing a swap agreement before closing on the
proposed refinanced loan:

Caper can even use a swap to lock
in a fixed rate in advance of its loan
closing. Please be aware, however,
that any swap is a separate contract
and would be an ongoing obligation
whether or not the loan takes place.
The risk of the swap being unnecessary
(because the loan never materializes or
for other reasons) should be carefully
considered by Caper before entering
into a swap to lock in a rate.

Id. at 117 (emphasis supplied); see also id. at 120. The
letter went on to disclaim any advisory role on the part of
Appellee, repeatedly stating that Appellant “must make its
own evaluation of the proposed transaction ... and the risks
involved.” Id. at 120.

Thereafter, on November 21, 2005, Appellant elected to
enter into a ten-year swap agreement with Appellee (the
“Original Swap Agreement”) prior to closing on the proposed
refinanced loan. As is typical *278  in such contracts, the
Original Swap Agreement was governed by an International
Swap Dealers Association Master Agreement and Schedule
(collectively, the “Master Agreement”), which set forth
the general terms governing the transaction, and a more
particularized Confirmation containing the specific financial
terms. The swap itself was based on a notional amount
of $4.3 million, pursuant to which Appellant would make
payments at a fixed 6.91% interest rate and Appellee would
make payments at a variable interest rate of the one-month
LIBOR plus 1.70%. By its plain language, the Original
Swap Agreement was set to expire on January 15, 2016
(the “Termination Date”), and one party would be required
to pay the other a variable, market-based termination fee

in the event of an early termination. 3  The Original Swap
Agreement further provided that the parties were obliged to
make all “payments that become due” under the Agreement
“whether or not” the terms of the ultimate loan differed from
the Agreement or “the Termination Date ... occur[ed] ... after
the maturity date of any loan.” J.A. 77.

At some point after the execution of the Original Swap
Agreement, Appellee decided to align the term of the
proposed refinanced loan with the term of the Property's
existing lease, shortening its offered loan term from ten
to six years. Pancoe complained to Appellee that, as a
consequence of this modification, the terms of the proposed
refinanced loan and the Original Swap Agreement no longer
matched, i.e., the parties' obligations under the Original Swap
Agreement would outlast their obligations under the proposed
refinanced loan by almost four years. In response, Appellee's
agent, Randall C. Tomsic (“Tomsic”), allegedly assured
Pancoe, “if [Appellant's] obligations under the [proposed
refinanced loan] ended, its obligations under the [Original
Swap Agreement] would end at the same time without any
additional payment obligations.” J.A. 17. Mollified by this
representation, Appellant entered into a six-year refinanced
loan agreement with Appellee (the “Refinanced Loan”) on
January 23, 2006, in the principal amount of $4.3 million,
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with a variable interest rate set at the one-month LIBOR plus

1.70%. 4  The Refinanced Loan was set to mature on March
15, 2012.

Subsequently, on February 2, 2006, the parties agreed to
amend the terms of the Original Swap Agreement so that
the monthly payments for the Refinanced Loan and the
Original Swap Agreement would fall on the same dates.
At this time, the complaint alleges, Appellee “refus[ed] to
amend the [Original Swap Agreement] to shorten its term” to
match that of the Refinanced Loan “because shortening the
term of the Original Swap would have resulted in a loss to
[Appellee] of approximately $14,000.” J.A. 18. Indeed, the
amended Confirmation ultimately executed by the parties in
June 2006 (“Amended Swap Agreement” or “Amendment”)
—which reset the monthly payment dates for *279  the
swap, as the parties agreed—neither shortened the term of the
Original Swap Agreement nor included any language waiving
the early termination fee. To the contrary, the Amendment
actually extended the Termination Date of the Original Swap
Agreement from January 15, 2016, to February 10, 2016, and
added an “Additional Termination Event” pursuant to which
the swap would “terminate and be replaced by an obligation
of one party to make a [termination fee] payment to the
other party” if the Agreement became unsecured after March
15, 2012. Id. at 49. The Amendment also incorporated “[a]ll
provisions” of the Master Agreement that were not “expressly
modified” in the Amendment itself. Id.

For the next four years, Appellant made monthly payments
to Appellee as required by the Refinanced Loan and the
Amended Swap Agreement. In April 2011, the tenant of
the Property decided that it would not renew the lease
when it expired in June 2012. As a result, Appellant
asked Appellee for an extension of the Refinanced Loan
or, in the alternative, for a new short-term loan. Appellant
also requested that the Amended Swap Agreement be
terminated when the Refinanced Loan matured “without any
additional payment obligation,” as Appellee had allegedly
promised. J.A. 19. In a series of discussions, Appellee
initially “reconfirmed” Appellant's understanding as to
the contemporaneous termination of the Amended Swap
Agreement and the Refinanced Loan, id., but later advised
that it intended to hold Appellant to the terms of the agreement
as written. On April 11, 2012, after much back-and-forth,
Appellee agreed to extend the term of the Refinanced Loan
from March 15, 2012, to September 30, 2012, and the parties
executed a loan modification to that effect.

Prior to the new maturity date of the Refinanced Loan,
Appellant entered into a contract to sell the Property and
requested a “payoff from [Appellee] for the Refinanced Loan
in anticipation of a closing.” J.A. 21. Appellee informed
Appellant that it was invoking its contractual right to
withhold the deed of trust to the Property pending repayment
of the Refinanced Loan, termination of the Amended
Swap Agreement, and satisfaction of any termination fee.
On June 28, 2012, Appellant closed on the sale of the
Property and repaid the Refinanced Loan in full, triggering
Appellee's contractual right to terminate the swap at a cost to
Appellant of $568,337 (the “Termination Fee”). That same
day, Appellant paid the Termination Fee and executed a
Confirmation of Termination, to which it appended language
noting that it acted “under duress[ ] and with full reservation
of rights to contest its liability for the Termination Fee.” Id. at
139. Appellee then released the deed of trust on the Property.

B.

Appellant filed a complaint against Appellee in the Superior
Court of New Hanover County, North Carolina, on November
26, 2012. Appellee removed the case to the Eastern District
of North Carolina on December 27, 2012, invoking the
court's diversity jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332.
Subsequently, on January 30, 2013, Appellee moved to
dismiss Appellant's complaint in its entirety for failure to state
a claim under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). The
district court granted Appellee's motion on August 22, 2013.
Appellant timely filed a notice of appeal.

II.

We review de novo the district court's grant of Appellee's
motion to dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6). Spaulding v.

Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 714 F.3d 769, 776 (4th Cir.2013).
To survive such a motion, the complaint must contain
facts sufficient “to *280  raise a right to relief above the
speculative level” and “state a claim to relief that is plausible
on its face.” Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 555,
570, 127 S.Ct. 1955, 167 L.Ed.2d 929 (2007). Although we
must view the facts alleged in the complaint “in the light
most favorable to the plaintiff,” Nemet Chevrolet, Ltd. v.
Consumeraffairs.com, Inc., 591 F.3d 250, 255 (4th Cir.2009),
we will not accept “unwarranted inferences, unreasonable
conclusions, ... arguments,” or “allegations that offer only
naked assertions devoid of further factual enhancement.” U.S.
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ex rel. Oberg v. Penn. Higher Educ. Assistance Agency,
745 F.3d 131, 136 (4th Cir.2014) (internal quotation marks
omitted).

III.

Appellant's complaint sets forth ten causes of action: (1) fraud
as to the termination fee; (2) negligent misrepresentation as
to the termination fee; (3) duress as to the termination fee; (4)
fraudulent overcharges; (5) negligent misrepresentation as to
the overcharges; (6) breach of fiduciary duty; (7) constructive
fraud; (8) unfair and deceptive trade practices in violation
of N.C. Gen.Stat. § 75–1.1; (9) rescission or reformation of
the swap agreement due to commercial frustration of purpose
and mutual mistake; and (10) rescission or reformation of the
swap agreement due to unsuitability. We hold that the district
court correctly granted Appellee's motion to dismiss all ten
counts.

A.

As a federal court sitting in diversity, we must apply the
substantive law of the forum state, including its choice of law
rules. Kenney v. Indep. Order of Foresters, 744 F.3d 901, 905
(4th Cir.2014). The proper choice-of-law analysis in North
Carolina varies depending on how a claim is characterized.
Choice of law in contracts cases is governed by the rule of
lex loci contractus, see Tanglewood Land Co. v. Byrd, 299
N.C. 260, 261 S.E.2d 655, 656 (1980), and choice of law
in torts cases is governed by the rule of lex loci delicti, see
Boudreau v. Baughman, 322 N.C. 331, 368 S.E.2d 849, 854
(1988). Further, where the contracting parties have agreed
“that a given jurisdiction's substantive law shall govern the
interpretation of the contract, such a contractual provision
will be given effect.” Byrd, 261 S.E.2d at 656.

The complaint sets forth ten causes of action, eight tort
claims (Counts One—Eight) and two contract claims (Counts
Nine—Ten). The relevant contracts contain a New York
choice of law provision, and the parties agree that the law
of New York applies to Counts Nine and Ten. See J.A.
73 (“[T]his Agreement will be governed by and construed
in accordance with the law of the state of New York[.]”).
The parties disagree, however, as to the law to be applied
to the tort claims set forth in Counts One–Eight. Appellee
favors New York law, while Appellant prefers that of North
Carolina. Nevertheless, the parties concede that the approach

to interpreting the tort claims is the same under either legal
regime. In the interest of simplicity, and because it will not
affect the outcome of this appeal, we will analyze the tort
claims under the law of North Carolina. See Okmyansky v.
Herbalife Int'l of Am., Inc., 415 F.3d 154, 158 (1st Cir.2005)
(“[W]hen the resolution of a choice-of-law determination
would not alter the disposition of a legal question, a reviewing
court need not decide which body of law controls.”).

B.

1.

Counts One and Two:

Fraud and Negligent
Misrepresentation (Termination Fee)

In Counts One and Two of its complaint, Appellant
alleges that Appellee fraudulently *281  or negligently
misrepresented that Appellant's obligations under the
Original and Amended Swap Agreements (collectively, the
“Swap Agreement”) would end, without any financial penalty
to Appellant, upon the satisfaction or termination of the
Refinanced Loan. The district court held that Appellant did
not state a claim for fraud or misrepresentation because its
“reliance on such oral misrepresentations was not reasonable
or justifiable in light of the written contract.” The Caper Corp.
v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., No. 7:12–CV–357–D, 2013 WL
4504450, at *7 (E.D.N.C. Aug. 22, 2013). We agree.

To state a claim for actual fraud, the plaintiff must allege
facts plausibly showing that (1) the defendant made a false
representation of a material fact; (2) the defendant made the
representation with the intent to deceive the plaintiff; (3)
the plaintiff relied on the representation and its reliance was
reasonable; and (4) the plaintiff suffered damages because of
its reliance. See Forbis v. Neal, 361 N.C. 519, 649 S.E.2d
382, 387 (2007). Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure
9(b), the plaintiff must plead with particularity “the time,
place, and contents of the false representations, as well as
the identity of the person making the misrepresentation and
what he obtained thereby.” McCauley v. Home Loan Inv.
Bank, F.S.B., 710 F.3d 551, 559 (4th Cir.2013) (internal
quotation marks omitted). To state a claim for negligent
misrepresentation, the plaintiff must allege facts plausibly
showing that it “ ‘[1] justifiably relie[d] [2] to [its] detriment
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[3] on information prepared without reasonable care [4] by
one who owed the relying party a duty of care.’ ” Dallaire v.
Bank of America, N.A., ––– N.C. ––––, 760 S.E.2d 263, 267,
2014 WL 2612658, at *5 (N.C.2014) (quoting Raritan River
Steel Co. v. Cherry, Bekaert & Holland, 322 N.C. 200, 367
S.E.2d 609, 612 (1988)).

The “question of justifiable reliance [for negligent
misrepresentation claims] is analogous to that of reasonable
reliance in fraud actions.” Marcus Bros. Textiles, Inc. v.
Price Waterhouse, LLP, 350 N.C. 214, 513 S.E.2d 320, 327
(1999) (internal quotation marks omitted); see also Helms
v. Holland, 124 N.C.App. 629, 478 S.E.2d 513, 517 (1996)
(“Justifiable reliance is an essential element of both fraud and
negligent misrepresentation.”). For both claims, the recipient
of a representation must use reasonable care to ascertain
the truth of that representation in order to reasonably rely
on the same. See Fox v. S. Appliances, Inc., 264 N.C.
267, 141 S.E.2d 522, 526 (1965). A plaintiff, in other
words, “cannot establish justified reliance ... if [it] fails to
make reasonable inquiry regarding the alleged statement.”
Dallaire, 760 S.E.2d at 267, 2014 WL 2612658, at *5.
Where a plaintiff “could have discovered the truth [about the
misrepresentation] upon inquiry, the complaint must allege
that [the plaintiff] was denied the opportunity to investigate
or ... could not have learned the true facts by exercise of
reasonable diligence” in order to survive a motion to dismiss.
Pinney v. State Farm Mut. Ins. Co., 146 N.C.App. 248,
552 S.E.2d 186, 192 (2001) (emphasis supplied) (internal
quotation marks omitted); see also Oberlin Capital, L.P. v.
Slavin, 147 N.C.App. 52, 554 S.E.2d 840, 846–47 (2001);
Hudson–Cole Dev. Corp. v. Beemer, 132 N.C.App. 341, 511
S.E.2d 309, 313 (1999).

As a corollary of this broader principle, “[a] person who
executes a written instrument is ordinarily charged with
knowledge of its contents and may not base an action for
fraud on ignorance of the legal effect of its provisions.” Int'l
Harvester Credit Corp. v. Bowman, 69 N.C.App. 217, 316
S.E.2d 619, 621 (1984) (internal citations omitted). A party
who signs a written contract

*282  is under a duty to ascertain
its contents, and in the absence of a
showing that he was wilfully misled
or misinformed by the defendant as to
these contents, or that they were kept
from him in fraudulent opposition to
his request, he is held to have signed

with full knowledge and assent as to
what is therein contained.

Harris v. Bingham, 246 N.C. 77, 97 S.E.2d 453, 454 (1957);
see also Davis v. Davis, 256 N.C. 468, 124 S.E.2d 130,
133 (1962) (“One who signs a written contract ... is bound
thereby unless the failure to read is justified by some special
circumstance.”). In the absence of some further misconduct
on the part of the defendant, then, a plaintiff who relies
upon a misrepresentation that is directly contradicted by
a subsequent written agreement cannot establish justifiable
reliance sufficient to support a claim of fraud or negligent
misrepresentation as a matter of law. See Isley v. Brown, 253
N.C. 791, 117 S.E.2d 821, 823–24 (1961); Cobb v. Penn.
Life Ins. Co., 215 N.C.App. 268, 715 S.E.2d 541, 549 (2011);
Sullivan v. Mebane Packaging Group, Inc., 158 N.C.App. 19,

581 S.E.2d 452, 459 (2003); Bowman, 316 S.E.2d at 621. 5

Here, Appellant seeks relief for fraud and negligent
misrepresentation on the grounds that it detrimentally relied
on Tomsic's assurances that, “if [Appellant's] obligations
under the [proposed refinanced loan] ended, its obligations
under the [Original Swap Agreement] would end at the
same time without any additional payment obligations.”
J.A. 17. The complaint alleges that Tomsic made this
representation at some point between November 21, 2005,
when the parties executed the Original Swap Agreement, and
January 23, 2006, when the parties executed the Refinanced
Loan. Critically, as reflected in both the complaint and the
accompanying contracts, Appellant executed the Amended
Swap Agreement after this alleged misrepresentation took
place, despite the fact that Appellee “refus[ed] to amend the
[Original Swap Agreement] to shorten its term and address
Appellant's concerns.” J.A. 19.

The Amendment, by its plain terms, provided that the Swap
Agreement would not terminate until February 10, 2016, well
after the maturation date of the Refinanced Loan, and set
forth a monthly payment schedule through that date. The
“Additional Termination Event” included in the Amendment
further stated that, if the Agreement became unsecured
after March 15, 2012—the scheduled closing date of the
Refinanced Loan—“all obligations under this [Amendment]
w [ould] terminate and be replaced by an obligation of one
party to make a payment to the other party ” under the
provisions of the Master Agreement covering termination
fees. Id. at 49 (emphasis supplied); see also id. (“Such
payment will be due ... by the party obligated to pay that
amount under [the Master Agreement].”). Appellant also
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acknowledged, inter alia, “that the payments due by it under
this [Amendment] shall be due ... whether or not ... the term
of any Financing is shorter or longer than the Term of this
[Amendment], or any other terms of any *283  Financing
differ from the terms of this [Amendment].” Id. at 47.

The final clause of the Amendment reads, “[a]ll provisions
contained in or incorporated by reference in the Master
Agreement will govern this [Amendment] except as expressly
modified herein.” J.A. 49 (emphasis supplied). Those
“govern[ing]” terms include a merger clause, which states that
the Master Agreement and any Confirmations “constitute[ ]
the entire agreement and understanding of the parties ...
supersed[ing] all oral communication and prior writings with
respect thereto,” and a clause prohibiting oral amendments,
which specifies that “[n]o amendment, modification or
waiver ... will be effective unless in writing ... and executed
by each of the parties or confirmed by an exchange of telexes
or electronic messages on an electronic messaging system.”
Id. at 64. Finally, in addition to setting forth a detailed process
for calculating termination fees, the Master Agreement states,

[Appellant] ... understands that the
terms under which any Transaction
may be terminated early are set forth
in this Agreement (including any
Confirmation of such Transaction),
and any early termination of a
Transaction other than pursuant to
the provisions of this Agreement
(including any such Confirmation)
is subject to mutual agreement of
the parties confirmed in writing, the
terms of which may require one party
to pay an early termination fee to
the other party based upon market
conditions prevailing at the time of

early termination.

Id. at 75 (emphasis supplied); see also id. at 77.

As the foregoing provisions exemplify, Appellee's alleged
oral misrepresentation—that the Swap Agreement and
the Refinanced Loan would contemporaneously terminate
without an early termination fee—is directly contradicted
by the unambiguous written terms of both the Amendment
and the Master Agreement. Appellant admits to receiving the
Amendment, which was sent by facsimile, from Appellee.
See J.A. 18 (alleging that Appellee “sent [the Amendment]”
to Appellant on June 6, 2006); see also id. at 46–53, 86–92

(executed copies of the Amendment attached to the complaint
and the motion to dismiss, respectively). The Amendment
required Appellant to “confirm that the foregoing correctly
sets forth the terms of our [Appellee].” Id. at 50. Pancoe
“[a]ccepted and [c]onfirmed” the Amendment with his
signature, the authenticity of which is unchallenged. Id.

The complaint does not allege that Appellee misrepresented
the character or terms of the Amendment itself or otherwise
interfered with Pancoe's ability to read and understand the

same. 6  Indeed, the full extent of the misrepresentation
alleged in the complaint is Appellee's pre-Amendment oral
promise to permit the early termination of the Original Swap
Agreement without an attendant termination *284  fee—
the complaint does not charge Appellee with providing any
assurances as to whether this alleged agreement survived
the parties' execution of the Amendment. Appellant thus
could have immediately ascertained the truth of its post-
Amendment liability for a termination fee by simply
reviewing the plain language of the Amendment and the
Master Agreement, which it had a duty to read. See Davis,
124 S.E.2d at 133.

The reasonableness of a party's reliance “is generally a
question for the jury, except in instances in which ‘the facts
are so clear as to permit only one conclusion.’ ” Dallaire,
760 S.E.2d at 267, 2014 WL 2612658, at *5 (quoting Marcus
Bros., 513 S.E.2d at 327). In this case, even accepting as true
that Appellee orally misrepresented Appellant's obligation to
pay a termination fee, Appellant still cannot establish that
it justifiably relied on that misrepresentation as a matter
of law. In terms of the relevant pleading requirements,
because Appellant “could have discovered the truth [about
the misrepresentation] upon inquiry,” it was required to—
and did not—allege that “[it] was denied the opportunity
to investigate or ... could not have learned the true facts
by exercise of reasonable diligence.” Pinney, 552 S.E.2d at
192 (internal quotation marks omitted). With respect to the
claims' substantive merit, Appellant's reliance on Appellee's
oral misrepresentation was not reasonable or justifiable as
a matter of law because the misrepresentation was directly
contradicted by numerous provisions of the subsequently-
executed Amendment and the governing Master Agreement.
See Bowman, 316 S.E.2d at 621. On both fronts, we conclude
that Counts One and Two of Appellant's complaint fail to
state claims for fraud or negligent misrepresentation under
Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(6) and were properly dismissed.
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2.

Count Three: Duress

In Count Three of its complaint, Appellant alleges a claim
of economic duress resulting from Appellee's refusal to
release the deed of trust to the Property until Appellant
paid the termination fee. Pursuant to the Master Agreement,
Appellee was entitled to hold any collateral supporting the
Swap Agreement “[u]ntil such time as all such obligations
of [Appellant] are completely satisfied notwithstanding any
repayment, acceleration, satisfaction, discharge or release of
any ... loan or other financing.” J.A. 77. The deed of trust,
too, allowed Appellee to hold the deed until Appellant paid
all obligations due under the Swap Agreement. See id. at
104–105 (granting Appellee the Property “in fee simple” to
“secure payment and performance of obligations under” the
Swap Agreement until “all [o]bligations are timely paid and
performed”). Inasmuch as “[a] threat to do what one has a
legal right to do cannot constitute duress,” Bell Bakeries, Inc.
v. Jefferson Std. Life Ins. Co., 245 N.C. 408, 96 S.E.2d 408,
416 (1957) (internal quotation marks omitted), we conclude
that the district court properly dismissed Count Three for
failing to state a claim under Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(6).

3.

Counts Four and Five:

Fraud and Negligent Misrepresentation (Overcharges)

In Counts Four and Five of its complaint, Appellant alleges
that Appellee fraudulently or negligently misrepresented that
Appellant would receive a “market rate” as the fixed rate
under the Swap Agreement. In actuality, Appellant alleges,
the 6.91% fixed interest rate was approximately *285  32
basis points (.32%) above the interdealer broker market rate,
resulting in “overcharges” of at least $97,666. J.A. 24. The
district court dismissed both of these claims, concluding
that Appellant “fail[ed] to plausibly allege that [Appellee]
misrepresented that it offered [Appellant] the interdealer
broker market rate.” Caper Corp., 2013 WL 4504450, at *10.
Again, we agree.

The complaint provides scant support for the conclusion
that Appellant was entitled to the interdealer broker market

rate, which Appellant itself admits is “a closed market[ ]
open to only the largest commercial and investment banks.”
J.A. 23. Appellant relies primarily on the following two
allegations: (1) Appellee “represented the interest rate swap
would be extended to [Appellant] at ‘a market-derived rate’
” in the Term Sheet; and (2) “Boss similarly advised Pancoe
in telephone conversations that the Refinanced Loan was
being offered to Caper at market rates.” Id. at 22. Appellant
contends that these two statements, taken together, caused it
to believe that Appellee was offering the Swap Agreement at
“market rates,” i.e., the “interdealer broker market rate” with
“no mark up” for Appellee. Id. at 23. This understanding was
bolstered, Appellant claims, by the fact that the Term Sheet
disclosed the fees Appellee would collect for the proposed
refinanced loan but did not disclose any fees for the proposed
swap agreement. Id.

The relevant allegations in the complaint, as set forth above,
consist primarily of a few vague and undated averments of
Appellee's purported misrepresentations, which are, in turn,
couched in terms of both “market rate” and “market-derived
rate.” J.A. 22 (emphasis supplied). Critically, the complaint
is completely devoid of any allegation that Appellee ever
explicitly offered Appellant the interdealer broker market
rate or even intimated that the interdealer broker market rate
was, in fact, the “market rate” or “market-derived rate” to
which it referred. See, e.g., Caper Corp., 2013 WL 4504450,
at *10 (observing that “[t]he phrase ‘market-derived rate’
implies something other than a market rate.”). The complaint
further contains no allegation that Appellant sought any sort
of clarification as to the meaning of “market rate” before
allegedly relying to its detriment on its own definition.
See Dallaire, 760 S.E.2d at 267, 2014 WL 2612658, at *5
(“A party cannot establish justified reliance on an alleged
misrepresentation if the party fails to make reasonable inquiry
regarding the alleged statement.”). Indeed, as described by
the district court, the complaint “state[s] nothing more than
conjecture on [Appellant's] part that [Appellee's] offer of a
‘market rate’ or ‘market-derived rate’ meant the ‘interdealer
broker market rate.’ ” Caper Corp., 2013 WL 4504450, at
*10.

Even viewing the adequately pleaded facts in Appellant's
favor and giving it the benefit of all reasonable inferences,
we must conclude Appellant has failed to plausibly allege
that Appellee offered the fixed rate of the Swap Agreement at
the interdealer broker market rate or that Appellant justifiably
relied on such a representation. We thus agree with the district
court that Appellant has failed to state a claim for fraud or
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negligent misrepresentation under Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(6) with
respect to Appellee's alleged “overcharges.”

4.

Counts Six and Seven:

Breach of Fiduciary Duty and Constructive Fraud

In Counts Six and Seven of its complaint, Appellant alleges
that Appellee *286  breached its fiduciary duty to Appellant
and committed constructive fraud. Both of these claims
require the existence of an antecedent fiduciary relationship
between Appellant and Appellee. See Green v. Freeman, –––
N.C. ––––, 749 S.E.2d 262, 268 (2013) (“ ‘For a breach
of fiduciary duty to exist, there must first be a fiduciary
relationship between the parties.’ ” (quoting Dalton v. Camp,
353 N.C. 647, 548 S.E.2d 704, 707 (2001))); Forbis, 649
S.E.2d at 388 (“A claim of constructive fraud .... arises where
a confidential or fiduciary relationship exists.” (internal
quotation marks omitted)). We conclude, as did the district
court, that Appellant has failed to allege facts sufficient
to state a plausible claim of a fiduciary relationship with
Appellee.

As a general rule, “[a] fiduciary relationship ... aris[es]
when ‘there has been a special confidence reposed in one
who in equity and good conscience is bound to act in
good faith and with due regard to the interests of the one
reposing confidence.’ ” Dallaire, 760 S.E.2d at 266, 2014
WL 2612658, at *3 (quoting Green, 749 S.E.2d at 268). Such
relationships are ordinarily “characterized by ‘confidence
reposed on one side[ ] and resulting domination and influence
on the other,’ ” which results in “a heightened level of trust
and the duty of the fiduciary to act in the best interests of
the other party.” Id. at 266, 2014 WL 2612658 at *3 (quoting
Dalton, 548 S.E.2d at 708). Ordinary borrower-lender or
debtor-creditor relationships, in contrast, are marked by arm's
length transactions and do not typically give rise to fiduciary
duties. See id. at 267, 2014 WL 2612658 at *4 (“[B]orrowers
and lenders are generally bound only by the terms of
their contract and the Uniform Commercial Code.” (citation
omitted)). Nevertheless, it remains at least “theoretically”
possible for “a particular bank-customer transaction to ‘give
rise to a fiduciary relation given the proper circumstances.’ ”
Id. (quoting Branch Banking & Trust Co. v. Thompson, 107
N.C.App. 53, 418 S.E.2d 694, 699 (1992)).

Appellant, in short, does not allege in its complaint any
facts that would show Appellee had the “amount of control
and domination required to form a fiduciary relationship
outside that of the normal relationships recognized by
law.” S.N.R. Mgmt. Corp. v. Danube Part. 141, LLC,
189 N.C.App. 601, 659 S.E.2d 442, 451 (2008) (internal
quotation marks omitted). Appellant's longstanding business
relationship with Appellee, particularly Appellee's role in
“author[ing] the terms and details of many of [Appellant's]
financial transactions,” J.A. 12, is indicative of nothing more
than a typical lender-borrower or debtor-creditor relationship.
See Thompson, 418 S.E.2d at 699 (The “mere existence
of a debtor-creditor relationship ... [does] not create a
fiduciary relationship.” (internal quotation marks omitted)).
Similarly, Appellee's “superior knowledge of the terms and
risks and pricing” of interest rate swap agreements, J.A.
36, does not give rise to a concomitant duty for Appellee
to put the interests of Appellant, a corporation with equal
bargaining position dealing at arm's length, ahead of its own.
See S. Atl. Ltd. P'ship of Tenn. L.P. v. Riese, 284 F.3d
518, 533 (4th Cir.2002) (“[E]ven when parties to an arms-
length transaction have reposed confidence in each other, no
fiduciary duty arises unless one party thoroughly dominates
the other.” (citing Tin Originals, Inc. v. Colonial Tin Works,
Inc., 98 N.C.App. 663, 391 S.E.2d 831, 833 (1990))).

The remaining allegations in the complaint with respect to
Appellant's relationship with Appellee consist primarily of
conclusory recitations of the elements of a breach of fiduciary
duty claim and are entitled to no weight. See  *287  Caper
Corp., 2013 WL 4504450, at *8. Consequently, we conclude
that the district court properly dismissed Appellant's breach
of fiduciary duty and constructive fraud claims pursuant to
Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(6).

5.

Count Eight: Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices

In Count Eight of its complaint, Appellant alleges that
Appellee engaged in acts or practices prohibited by North
Carolina's Unfair and Deceptive Trade Practices statute
(“UDTPA”), N.C. Gen.Stat. § 75–1.1. Appellant does not
identify any specific violations of the UDTPA within this
count, but instead incorporates generally all of the complaint's
preceding allegations. On this count, too, we conclude that
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Appellant has failed to allege facts sufficient to state a claim
under Fed.R.Civ.P. 12(b)(6).

To state a claim for unfair or deceptive trade practices, the
plaintiff must allege facts plausibly showing that “ ‘(1) [the]
defendant committed an unfair or deceptive act or practice,
(2) the action in question was in or affecting commerce,
and (3) the act proximately caused injury to the plaintiff.’
” Bumpers v. Comm'y Bank of N. Virginia, ––– N.C. ––––,
747 S.E.2d 220, 226 (2013) (quoting Dalton, 548 S.E.2d
at 711). If the claim arises from the defendant's alleged
misrepresentation, the plaintiff must also plausibly allege that
it “reasonabl[y] reli[ed]” on that misrepresentation. Id. An act
is “deceptive” if it has a tendency or capacity to deceive a
reasonable businessperson, see RD & J Props. v. Lauralea–
Dilton Enters., LLC, 165 N.C.App. 737, 600 S.E.2d 492, 501
(2004), and “unfair” if it is “immoral, unethical, oppressive,
unscrupulous, or substantially injurious to consumers” such
that it “amounts to an inequitable assertion of ... power or
position,” Carcano v. JBSS, LLC, 200 N.C.App. 162, 684
S.E.2d 41, 50 (2009) (internal quotation marks omitted).
Whether actions are deceptive or unfair within the meaning of
the UDTPA is a question of law. Dalton, 548 S.E.2d at 711.

On appeal, Appellant takes the position that “everything
alleged [in the complaint] constitutes an unfair and deceptive
trade practice.” Appellant's Br. 49. We are unconvinced.
The allegedly unlawful acts or practices identified in the
complaint are either factually unsubstantiated or well within
Appellee's contractual rights—none “have the capacity to
deceive a reasonable businessperson,” RD & J Props., 600
S.E.2d at 501, or otherwise qualify as unfair or deceptive
under the UDTPA. In any event, as we have already
discussed, the complaint fails to establish reasonable reliance
on Appellee's alleged misrepresentations as a matter of
law, precluding Appellant from seeking relief under N.C.
Gen.Stat. § 75–1.1. See Bumpers, 747 S.E.2d at 226–27. We
therefore affirm the district court's dismissal of this count.

6.

Counts Nine and Ten: Rescission or Reformation

In Counts Nine and Ten of its complaint, which are

governed by New York law, 7  Appellant seeks reformation
or rescission of the Swap Agreement on the grounds of
commercial frustration of purpose, mutual mistake, and

unsuitability. Although there is some debate as to whether
Appellant preserved its right to *288  pursue these claims by
executing the Confirmation of Termination “under duress[ ]
and with full reservation of rights to contest its liability for the
Termination Fee,” J.A. 139, we will simply assume, without
deciding, that Appellant's rights have been preserved.

a.

Frustration of Purpose

Appellant contends that it is entitled to rescission or
reformation of the Swap Agreement because the artificial
depreciation of LIBOR, coupled with the ensuing worldwide
credit crisis that began in October 2008, “dramatically
increased the interest rate risk of [Appellant] as opposed to
hedging or limiting it,” frustrating the purpose of the Swap
Agreement. J.A. 38. We conclude that Appellant has failed to
allege facts sufficient to establish entitlement to the remedies
of rescission and reformation.

The frustration of purpose doctrine is traditionally employed
as an affirmative defense to a contract claim, operating to
discharge a party from its outstanding contractual obligations
due to a supervening frustration. See Restatement (Second)
of Contracts § 265. The defense is applicable where an
unanticipated “ ‘change in circumstances makes one party's
performance [under a contract] virtually worthless to the
other, frustrating his purpose in making the contract.’ ” PPF
Safeguard, LLC v. BCR Safeguard Holding, LLC, 85 A.D.3d
506, 924 N.Y.S.2d 391, 394 (2011) (quoting Restatement
(Second) of Contracts § 265 cmt. a). “[T]he frustrated purpose
must be so completely the basis of the contract that, as both
parties understood, without it, the transaction would have
made little sense.” Crown It Servs., Inc. v. Koval–Olsen, 11
A.D.3d 263, 782 N.Y.S.2d 708, 711 (2004). The doctrine is
a “narrow one,” id., and its utility is “limited to instances
where a virtually cataclysmic, wholly unforeseeable event
renders the contract valueless to one party,” United States v.
Gen. MacArthur Senior Village, Inc., 508 F.2d 377, 381 (2d
Cir.1974).

We note at the outset that it is far from clear whether the
frustration of purpose doctrine, which ordinarily operates
as an excuse for nonperformance, is an appropriate vehicle
for the claim at issue here, i.e., an affirmative cause of
action seeking rescission or reformation of a fully-performed
contract. We need not dwell on this question, however, as
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Appellant's claim—whether or not appropriately framed—
is substantively meritless. As detailed in the complaint and
the accompanying contracts, the Swap Agreement was not
rendered “virtually worthless” by the depreciated LIBOR.
PPF Safeguard, LLC, 924 N.Y.S.2d at 394. Pursuant to
the plain terms of the Swap Agreement, Appellant made
payments at a fixed interest rate throughout the entire term
of the Refinanced Loan. Appellant was thus protected from
the uncertainty of a variable interest rate and, indeed, paid
precisely “the amount of interest it agreed to and expected
to pay under the Swap Agreement.” Caper Corp., 2013 WL
4504450, at *12. To the extent the ultimate Termination Fee
was higher than Appellant may have hoped for or expected,
“[i]t is not enough” for the purposes of the frustration
of purpose doctrine “that the transaction has become less
profitable for the affected party or even that he will sustain a
loss.” Rockland Dev. Assoc. v. Richlou Auto Body, Inc., 173
A.D.2d 690, 570 N.Y.S.2d 343, 344 (1991).

We agree with the district court that the purpose of the Swap
Agreement was not frustrated. Appellant's claim for relief
based on the frustration of purpose doctrine, to the extent it
even states a viable claim, thus fails as a matter of law.

*289  b.

Mutual Mistake

With respect to Appellant's mutual mistake claim, a mutual
mistake may be a ground for reforming or rescinding a
contract where “the parties have reached an oral agreement
and, unknown to either, the signed writing does not express
that agreement.” Chimart Assocs. v. Paul, 66 N.Y.2d 570,
498 N.Y.S.2d 344, 489 N.E.2d 231, 234 (1986). “The mutual
mistake must exist at the time the contract is entered and
must be substantial.” Gould v. Bd. of Educ. of Sewanhaka
Cent. High Sch. Dist., 81 N.Y.2d 446, 599 N.Y.S.2d 787, 616
N.E.2d 142, 146 (1993). More specifically, “[t]he mistake
must be ‘so material that ... it goes to the foundation of the
agreement.’ ” Simkin v. Blank, 19 N.Y.3d 46, 945 N.Y.S.2d
222, 968 N.E.2d 459, 462 (2012) (quoting Da Silva v. Musso,
53 N.Y.2d 543, 444 N.Y.S.2d 50, 428 N.E.2d 382, 387
(1981)). Court-ordered relief should not be granted on the
basis of a mutual mistake except in “exceptional situations.”
Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).

Here, Appellant alleges that the parties were mutually
mistaken as to whether LIBOR was “a rational and

fundamentally sound choice for [the] floating [interest] rate”
to be used in the Swap Agreement. J.A. 38. The alleged
importance of this understanding to the Swap Agreement,
however, is belied by the contract itself, which makes clear
that the parties entered into the Agreement in order to receive
the difference between the floating and fixed interest rates.
See Simkin, 945 N.Y.S.2d 222, 968 N.E.2d at 462 (“The
mistake must ... go[ ] to the foundation of the agreement.'
” (emphasis supplied) (internal quotation marks omitted)).
The Swap Agreement makes no mention of whether the
parties believed LIBOR to be a fundamentally sound market
indicator, much less whether such an understanding was the
basis for the parties' selection of a LIBOR-derived variable
interest rate. To the contrary, as the district court noted,
“[t]he complaint shows that the parties chose the one-month
LIBOR rate not for its virtue as a fundamentally sound market
indicator, but in order to match the terms of the [Refinanced
Loan].” Caper Corp., 2013 WL 4504450, at *11.

Inasmuch as Appellant's allegedly “foundational” concern as
to the reliability of LIBOR is completely absent from any
of the relevant contracts or supporting documentation, this
case does not present one of those “ ‘exceptional situations'
” warranting reformation or rescission on the basis of a
mutual mistake. Simkin, 945 N.Y.S.2d 222, 968 N.E.2d at 462
(quoting Da Silva, 444 N.Y.S.2d 50, 428 N.E.2d at 387). This
claim, consequently, fails as a matter of law.

c.

Unsuitability

Finally, Appellant sets forth a claim for rescission or
reformation based on “unsuitability” as “a variation on its
breach of fiduciary duty claim.” Appellant's Br. 55. We
need not resolve the parties' dispute as to whether this claim
exists under New York law—it necessarily fails for lack of a
fiduciary relationship. We therefore affirm the district court's
dismissal of this claim.

IV.

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment of the district court is

AFFIRMED.
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Footnotes
1 The facts set forth in this section are derived from the complaint, the “documents incorporated into the complaint by

reference,” Tellabs, Inc. v. Makor Issues & Rights, Ltd., 551 U.S. 308, 322, 127 S.Ct. 2499, 168 L.Ed.2d 179 (2007), and
the documents “attached to the motion to dismiss” that are “integral to the complaint and authentic,” Philips v. Pitt Cnty.
Mem'l Hosp., 572 F.3d 176, 180 (4th Cir.2009).

2 Citations to the “J.A.” refer to the Joint Appendix filed by the parties in this appeal.

3 The precise amount of the termination fee, and the party responsible therefor, depended upon the relative positions of
the fixed rate in the Original Swap Agreement and the market fixed rate for a swap with the same maturity date and
structure remaining under the Agreement at the time of the early termination.

4 Notably, the executed loan documents contain no mention of the parties' alleged oral agreement as to the simultaneous
termination, without an accompanying fee, of the of the Original Swap Agreement and the Refinanced Loan. Rather,
the relevant promissory note provides, “[a]ll swap agreements ... between [Appellant] and [Appellee] ... are independent
agreements governed by [their] written provisions ..., which will remain in full force and effect, unaffected by any repayment
[or] prepayment” of the Refinanced Loan. J.A. 127.

5 Notably, the general rule charging “[a] person who executes a written instrument ... with knowledge of its contents” and
foreclosing a related action for fraud “do[es] not apply to situations in which the person making the misrepresentations
stands in a fiduciary relationship to the signing party.” Bowman, 316 S.E.2d at 621 (citing Vail v. Vail, 233 N.C. 109, 63
S.E.2d 202, 206 (1951)). Although Appellant seeks to take advantage of this exception, we conclude, for the reasons
explained in greater detail below, that Appellant has failed to establish the existence of a fiduciary relationship with
Appellee. Consequently, we will not address this exception.

6 Although Appellant alleges that Appellee “deceptively” inserted the Additional Termination Event into the Amendment
without its “prior agreement,” it neither disputes Pancoe's execution of the contract as written nor provides any sort of
factual elaboration as to how this alleged “decepti[on]” was achieved. J.A. 18. This allegation is thus nothing more than a
“ ‘naked assertion[ ] devoid of further factual enhancement,’ ” and we will not credit it. U.S. ex rel. Oberg v. Penn. Higher
Educ. Assistance Agency, 745 F.3d 131, 136 (4th Cir.2014) (quoting Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678, 129 S.Ct. 1937,
173 L.Ed.2d 868 (2009)); see also Nemet Chevrolet, Ltd. v. Consumeraffairs.com, Inc., 591 F.3d 250, 255 (4th Cir.2009)
(“[B]are assertions devoid of further factual enhancement fail to constitute well-pled facts for Rule 12(b)(6) purposes.”).

7 As we have explained, the substantive law governing these claims is dictated by the New York choice of law provision
in the Swap Agreement. See J.A. 73 (“[T]his Agreement will be governed by and construed in accordance with the law
of the state of New York[.]”).

End of Document © 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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2011 WL 344091
United States District Court, E.D. North Carolina,

Western Division.

Karen McQUADE, Plaintiff,
v.

XEROX CORPORATION and
Tyrone Parker, Defendants.

No. 5:10–CV–149–FL.  | Feb. 1, 2011.

West KeySummary

1 Labor and Employment
Persons Protected, Persons Liable, and

Parties;  Standing

Employee's supervisor was not personally liable
for her employer's alleged breach of the
employee's employment contract, even though
the employee contended that the supervisor
negotiated the contract. Thus, the employee's
breach of contract claims against the supervisor
were dismissed. The employee alleged that
the supervisor negotiated a contract with the
employee on behalf of the employer, and that
her termination as part of a reduction in force
breached the contract. However, the supervisor
could not be held liable for the employer's
alleged breach of contract.

Cases that cite this headnote

Attorneys and Law Firms

Sandra J. Polin, Law Office of Sandra J. Polin, Cary, NC, for
Plaintiff.

Amy Reeder Worley, McGuirewoods LLP, Raleigh, NC,
Benjamin R. Holland, John G. McDonald, McGuire Woods
LLP, Charlotte, NC, for Defendants.

ORDER

LOUISE W. FLANAGAN, Chief Judge.

*1  This matter comes before the court on the motion to
dismiss filed by defendant Tyrone Parker (“Parker”) (DE #
20) and the motion for judgment on the pleadings filed by
defendant Xerox Corporation (“Xerox”) (DE # 22. These
motions have been fully briefed, and the issues raised now are
ripe for adjudication. For the reasons that follow, defendants'

motions will be granted. 1

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Plaintiff, a Xerox employee for twenty-eight (28) years before
separating from the company in 2008, initiated this action on
April 16, 2010. Plaintiff seeks to hold defendants liable for
violations of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (“Title
VII”), 42 U.S .C. § 2000e et seq., the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act of 1967 (“ADEA”), 29 U.S.C. § 621 et
seq., and North Carolina common law. She seeks recovery of
back pay, reinstatement in her job, compensatory and punitive
damages, and costs and attorney's fees.

Xerox answered on May 20, 2010. In its answer, Xerox denies
liability, pleads a number of affirmative defenses, and asserts
a counterclaim for breach of contract. Xerox seeks damages
and costs and attorney's fees with respect to its counterclaim.
Plaintiff answered the counterclaim on June 8, 2010, denying
liability and asserting affirmative defenses. Parker did not file
an answer or counterclaim.

On July 19, 2010, Parker moved to dismiss the complaint.
Shortly thereafter, on July 28, 2010, Xerox filed its motion
seeking judgment on the pleadings. Plaintiff responded in
opposition to the motion to dismiss on August 3, 2010, and
to the motion for judgment on the pleadings on August 11,
2010. Parker replied as to his motion on August 19, 2010, and
Xerox followed suit on August 30, 2010.

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

The facts alleged in the complaint, viewed in the light most

favorable to plaintiff, are as follows. 2  Plaintiff began her
employment at Xerox in November 1980, remaining with the
company for twenty-eight (28) years. In December 2006, she
was promoted from the position of Manager of Technical
Services and Support to the position of Regional Manager
by Parker, a Senior Vice President with Xerox. Plaintiff
relocated to Xerox's Raleigh facility for this position. She
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received consistently favorable evaluations and performance
reviews, and fully, adequately, and completely performed her
employment duties.

At a lunch meeting in June 2008, Parker informed plaintiff
that Xerox was planning a restructuring and reduction in
force. He asked her to accept a reduction in force package,
with a promise that he would later rehire her. Parker assured
plaintiff that she was not being terminated for performance
reasons. During the meeting, he wrote on a napkin the new
organizational chart explaining the restructuring. He circled
two jobs that would be available to plaintiff: General Manager
and Senior Operations Manager. A third position, Manager
of Technical Support and Services, was also discussed as a
“worst case” rehire scenario.

*2  During the meeting over lunch, Parker and plaintiff
agreed as to all pertinent terms of her rehire. Plaintiff accepted
Parker's offer to accept the reduction in force package in
exchange for the promise to be rehired. They agreed that her
salary and benefits on rehire would be comparable to her
current salary. According to plaintiff, she never would have
accepted the reduction in force package had she not been
expressly promised to be rehired by Parker. She also states
that Parker had authority to rehire her, and that Xerox knew
or should have known about his offer.

Later in June 2008, plaintiff met with Parker and a human
resources officer at Xerox's Raleigh facility and executed the

reduction in force documents. 3  Parker remained in contact
with plaintiff through Fall 2009 to follow-up on his promise to
rehire her. Plaintiff was not actively looking for employment
during this period, relying on Parker's representation that
she would be rehired. In Fall 2009, plaintiff applied for the
position of Manager of Technical Support and Services—
one of the three positions she and Parker had spoken about
—and was rejected. Although plaintiff was not rehired, an
African–American female Regional Manager was. This other
individual was the only other Regional Manager impacted by
the June 2008 reduction in force.

Plaintiff filed charges with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”) relating to these events
on December 17, 2009. On January 22, 2010, plaintiff
received a notice from the EEOC advising her that the EEOC
was closing its file on the charges and that she retained the
right to timely sue in federal court (“right to sue letter”). As
already noted, plaintiff filed this lawsiut on April 16, 2010.

DISCUSSION

A. Standard of Review
Defendants' motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) and
motion for judgment on the pleadings under Rule 12(c) are
governed by the same standard. See Edwards v. City of
Goldsboro, 178 F.3d 231, 243 (4th Cir.1999). The purpose of
either motion is to challenge the sufficiency of the pleadings,
rather than to resolve contested facts or the merits of a claim.
See Republican Party v. Martin, 980 F.2d 943, 952 (4th
Cir.1992). A claim survives such a challenge if the complaint
contains “sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to ‘state
a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.’ “ Ashcroft
v. Iqbal, –––U.S. ––––, ––––, 129 S.Ct. 1937, 1949, 173
L.Ed.2d 868 (2009) (quoting Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550
U.S. 544, 570, 127 S.Ct. 1955, 167 L.Ed.2d 929 (2007)). In
evaluating whether a claim is stated, “[the] court accepts all
well-pled facts as true and construes these facts in the light
most favorable to the plaintiff,” but does not consider “legal
conclusions, elements of a cause of action, and bare assertions
devoid of further factual enhancement.” Nemet Chevrolet,
Ltd. v. Consumeraffairs.com, Inc., 591 F.3d 250, 255 (4th
Cir.2009). Nor will the court accept as true “unwarranted
inferences, unreasonable conclusions, or arguments.” Wahi v.
Charleston Area Med. Ctr., Inc., 562 F.3d 599, 615 n. 26 (4th
Cir.2009).

B. Analysis
*3  As noted, plaintiff's claims arise under Title VII, ADEA,

and state common law. Her common law claims include
breach of contract, fraud and reckless misrepresentation,
fraudulent inducement, and breach of the duty of good faith
and fair dealing. Xerox argues that each of these claims is
barred by a release of claims executed by plaintiff as part of
the reduction in force documents. Parker argues that Title VII
and ADEA do not permit individual liability. Both defendants
also challenge the sufficiency of plaintiff's allegations with
respect to each of her federal and state law claims.

1. Release of Claims
The court begins with Xerox's argument that plaintiff's claims
are barred by the release of claims signed by plaintiff in
connection with the reduction in force package. Because the
burden of establishing an affirmative defense rests on the
defendant asserting it, a motion under Rule 12(b)(6) or Rule
12(c) is generally not the appropriate vehicle to mount such
a challenge. Goodman v. Praxair, Inc., 494 F.3d 458, 464
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(4th Cir.2007) (en banc). It is only in “the relatively rare
circumstances where ... all facts necessary to the affirmative
defense ‘clearly appear[ ] on the face of the complaint ’ “
that the court may consider an affirmative defense through a
motion under 12(b)(6). Id. (quoting Richmond, Fredricksburg
& Potomac R.R. v. Frost, 4 F.3d 244, 250 (4th Cir.1993))
(alterations and emphasis in original). Due to the identical
standards employed, the court will reach an affirmative
defense through a motion under Rule 12(c) in similarly rare
circumstances, with the caveat that the court may look to the
uncontested pleadings as a whole—and not simply plaintiff's
complaint—in determining whether all facts necessary to
deciding the issue clearly appear. Cf. In re Stucco Litigation,
364 F.Supp.2d 539, 541 (E.D.N.C.2005) (noting that a court
looks to all pleadings in ruling on a Rule 12(c) motion).

The pleadings frame the issue as follows. In her complaint,
plaintiff alleges that she executed reduction of force
documents in June 2008 and that she executed a second
signature page in September 2008 after the original had
been misplaced. She alleges that she was told by Parker's
executive assistant that failure to execute the second signature
page would result in forfeiture of her benefits. Plaintiff also
indicates that defendants' fraudulent conduct induced her to
sign the release when she otherwise would not have.

Xerox's counterclaim and answer also references the release,
and the release itself is presented to the court as Exhibit A

to that filing. 4  According to the plain terms of the release,
plaintiff agrees to release Xerox and its employees and other
affiliates from any and all claims based on conduct occurring
prior to its execution. In exchange, Xerox agrees to supply
consideration in the form of salary continuance. Beyond
this broad waiver of “any and all claims,” the agreement
specifically mentions ADEA and Title VII as released. Also
specifically mentioned are state law claims based on any
promises made regarding future employment.

*4  A general release discharges all claim against the
released party. Hardee's Food Sys., Inc. v. Oreel, 32
F.Supp.2d 342, 345 (E.D.N.C.1998). The validity of a such
a release is governed by general principles of contract law.
See Lewis v. Extended Stay Am., Inc., 454 F.Supp.2d 453, 457
(M.D.N.C.2006); see also Horton v. Norfolk S. Corp., 102
F.Supp.2d 330, 339 (M.D.N.C.) (“[A] release is contractual
in nature and is governed by the same rules of execution,
validity, and interpretation as those governing contracts.”),
aff'd, 199 F.3d 1327, 1999 WL 957720 (4th Cir. Oct.19,

1999) (unpublished table decision). 5  A release is valid

only if it was “voluntary, deliberate and informed, and ...
supported by consideration.” Lewis, 454 F.Supp.2d at 457.
As with any other contract, a release may be invalid due to
mutual mistake, fraud, misrepresentation, or duress. See Va.
Impression Prods. Co. v. SCM Corp., 448 F.2d 262, 265 (4th
Cir.1971); George v. McClure, 266 F.Supp.2d 413, 418–19
(M.D.N.C.2001); Davis v. Hargett, 244 N.C. 157, 161, 92
S.E.2d 782, 785 (1956).

The Older Worker's Benefits Protection Act (“OWBPA”)
provides additional requirements for a valid release or waiver
of an ADEA claim. See Oubre v. Entergy Operations, Inc.,
522 U.S. 422, 426–48, 118 S.Ct. 838, 139 L.Ed.2d 849
(1998). Under the OWBPA, a waiver of an ADEA claim is
valid only if its “knowing and voluntary,” meaning: (1) the
wavier was written in manner calculated to be understood by
plaintiff or the average individual eligible to participate; (2)
it specifically refers to rights or claims under ADEA; (3) it
does not apply to claims arising after the date of its execution;
(4) it was executed in exchange for consideration in addition
to anything of value to which plaintiff is entitled; (5) plaintiff
was advised in writing to consult with an attorney prior to
executing the agreement; (6) plaintiff was given at least forty-
five (45) days within which to consider the waiver; and (7) the
waiver provides plaintiff a seven-day window for revocation.
29 U.S.C. § 626(f)(1).

Plaintiff relies on both the common law rules governing
the validity of a release and the additional protections of
the OWBPA in challenging the release. Neither of these
arguments has merit. Accepting as true, as the court must,
her allegations of the fraud and duress used to secure the
release, plaintiff would nevertheless be required to return
any consideration before she could avoid the terms of the
release. See Davis, 244 N.C. at 162, 92 S.E.2d at 785; see
also Arbia v. Owens–Illinois, Inc., 2004 WL 1345091, at *2–
3 (M.D.N.C. June 4, 2004); accord Rachesky v. Finklea, 329
F.2d 606, 609 (4th Cir.1964) (applying South Carolina law).
The same “tender-back” requirement holds true for a release
that allegedly violates the OWBPA. See Adams v. Moore Bus.
Forms, Inc., 224 F.3d 324, 327 n. * (4th Cir.2000) (citing
Oubre, 522 U.S. at 432–33 (Breyer, J., concurring); Blistein
v. St. John's Coll., 74 F.3d 1459 (4th Cir.1986)). As Xerox
alleges in its counterclaim and plaintiff admits in her answer,
plaintiff has not returned the consideration given in exchange
for the release. Accordingly, the release is valid against her

attacks premised on state law and the OWBPA. 6
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*5  Although the validity of the release is upheld, it remains
for the court to determine whether its plain language bars
the claims asserted her. As mentioned, plaintiff agreed to
release “any and all claims, even if I don't know about the
claim at this time, based on anything that has occurred prior
to the date I sign this Release.” Counterclaim Ex. A ¶ 2.
In a separate paragraph, plaintiff explicitly releases Xerox
from claims arising out of “any employment contract between
Xerox and me, any promises made by Xerox regarding
future employment, or based on the termination of my
employment.” Id. ¶ 3.

Plaintiff's state law claims unmistakably involve Parker's
promise to rehire her at Xerox, actions he is alleged to
have taken on Xerox's behalf before she signed the release.
Accordingly, these claims are barred by the terms of the
release. Plaintiff's Title VII and ADEA claims are more
difficult to interpret, and defendant and plaintiff appear to
quibble over whether her Title VII and ADEA claims arise
from her separation with the company or from its refusal to
rehire her. Regardless of which of these actions was alleged
to be discriminatory, the language in the release pertains
both to currently existing employment contracts and any
promise regarding future employment. Either of these claims
is therefore covered by the release. Accordingly, Xerox's
motion for judgment on the pleadings is granted.

2. Plaintiff's Title VII and ADEA Claims
Although the language in the release (which applies not
only to Xerox but also to each of its employees, officers,
and agents) would appear to bar plaintiff's claims against
Parker, that argument has not been raised before the court.
Instead, Parker challenges the legal or factual sufficiency of
each of plaintiff's claims. The court therefore addresses these
arguments in turn, starting with Parker's argument that he may
not be held individually liable under the federal employment
discrimination laws cited by plaintiff.

ADEA and Title VII each make it unlawful for an “employer”
to engage in certain discriminatory conduct. See 29 U.S.C. §
623; 42 U.S.C. § 2000e–2. “Employer” is defined in ADEA
in pertinent part as “a person engaged in an industry affecting
commerce who has twenty or more employees....” 29 U.S.C.
§ 630(b). A similar definition is used by Title VII, but with
a lower threshold of fifteen employees. See 42 U.S.C. §
2000e(b). Based on these definitions, the Fourth Circuit has
explicitly rejected individual liability under either statute. See
Lissau v. S. Food Serv., Inc., 159 F.3d 177, 180–81 (4th

Cir.1998) (Title VII); Birkbeck v. Marvel Lighting Corp., 30
F.3d 507, 510–11 (4th Cir.1994) (ADEA).

Plaintiff concedes that Parker does not meet the statutory
definition of an employer and that Lissau and Birkbeck
foreclose her federal claims against him. Nevertheless, she
inexplicably asserts that Parker's argument is “unpersuasive
and premature,” and asks the court to deny the motion to
dismiss. The only justification given by plaintiff is that she did
not mean to name Parker as a defendant with respect to these
claims. But plaintiff has not moved to amend her complaint,
which is currently worded in such a way as to allege Parker's
liability under Title VII and ADEA. And even if plaintiff
asked for and were given leave to amend her complaint, an
individual supervisor simply is not liable under these statutes.
Parker's motion to dismiss these claims is granted.

3. Plaintiff's Contract Claims
*6  Plaintiff asserts two causes of action on a contract theory.

First, she asserts that Parker is liable for breach of contract
because he promised to rehire her in exchange for accepting
the reduction in force package, but did not do so. Second,
she asserts that Parker breached the duty of good faith and
fair dealing inherent in every contract in North Carolina by
acting in bad faith in making and later refusing to abide by
the contract.

To state a claim for breach of contract under North Carolina
law, “ ‘the complaint must allege that a valid contract
existed between the parties, that defendant breached the terms
thereof, the facts constituting the breach, and that damages
resulted from such breach.’ “ Capparelli v. AmeriFirst
Home Improvement Fin. Co., 535 F.Supp.2d 554, 563
(E.D.N.C.2008) (quoting Claggett v. Wake Forest Univ., 126
N.C.App. 602, 608, 486 S.E.2d 443, 446 (1997)). Here, the
court assumes without deciding that plaintiff has properly
alleged each of the elements of this cause of action. However,
even operating under this assumption, it is undisputed that
the contract she alleges was between herself and Xerox, not
herself and Parker. Her complaint states that Parker was
operating as Xerox's authorized agent in negotiating any
contract, see Compl. ¶ 30, and she confirms this in her
response to the motion to dismiss, see Mem. Opp. Mot. to
Dismiss at 15.

Although plaintiff contends that Parker may be held liable
under these facts, it is well-settled that “[a]n agent does not
become liable because of his principal's breach of a contract
negotiated by the agent for the principal.” Forbes Homes,
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Inc. v. Trimpi, 318 N.C. 473, 479–80, 349 S.E.2d 852, 856
(1986). Accordingly, “[w]hen a corporate officer acts as an
agent for the corporation and enters into a contract with a
third party, providing notice that he is acting as the agent
for the corporation, the corporate officer is not personally
liable for corporation obligations arising from the contract.”
DeWitt v. Hutchins, 309 F.Supp.2d 743, 752 (M.D.N.C.2004)
(citing Nutek Custom Hosiery, Inc. v. Roebuck, 161 N.C.App.
166, 168, 587 S.E.2d 502, 504 (2003); Baker v. Rushing, 104
N.C.App. 240, 248, 409 S.E.2d 108, 112–13 (1991)). Thus,
because Parker was admittedly acting as Xerox's agent, a
breach of contract action will not lie against him.

Additionally, although plaintiff captions her claim “breach
of contract / promissory estoppel,” North Carolina does
not recognize the affirmative use of promissory estoppel
to substitute one of the essential elements of a breach of
contract claim. See Dealers Supply Co. v. Cheil Indus.,
384 F.Supp.2d 579, 586–87 (M.D.N.C.2004); Pharmacy
Servs., Inc. v. Beverly–Hanks & Assocs., Inc., 124 F.Supp.2d
343, 347 (W.D.N.C.2000); Jacobs v. Cent. Transp., Inc.,
891 F.Supp. 1088, 1118 (E.D.N.C.1995), rev'd in part on
other grounds, 83 F.3d 415, 1996 WL 223688 (4th Cir.
May 3, 1996) (unpublished table decision). By invoking
promissory estoppel in her complaint, it appears that plaintiff
is using the doctrine affirmatively. It may not be used in
this manner. Accordingly, plaintiff's breach of contract claim
against Parker, a known and authorized agent of Xerox, fails
regardless of any promissory estoppel analysis.

*7  Plaintiff's claim that Parker breached the implied
covenant of good faith and fair dealing is similarly unavailing.
This implied covenant is read into every contract by the North
Carolina courts. See Bicycle Transit Auth., Inc. v. Bell, 314
N.C. 219, 228, 333 S.E.2d 299, 305 (1985). But breach of this
duty is actionable only “where a party to a contract performs
its contractual obligations in bad faith, and such breach of
the implied duty serves as a cognizable basis for a breach of
contract.” Suntrust Mortg., Inc. v. Busby, 651 F.Supp.2d 472,
487 (W.D.N.C.2009) (emphasis added). In other words, such
a claim is “part and parcel” of plaintiff's breach of contract
claim and therefore rises and falls with it. See, e.g., Lord
of Shalford v. Shelley's Jewelry, Inc., 127 F.Supp.2d 779,
787 (W.D.N.C.2000), aff'd, 18 F. App'x 147 (4th Cir.2001)
(per curiam) (unpublished). Because Parker was not a party
to any contract alleged by plaintiff, this claim must also be
dismissed.

4. Plaintiff's Fraud Claims

Finally, the court turns to plaintiff's two fraud claims—
fraud (or “actual fraud” or “fraud by misrepresentation”) and
fraudulent inducement. Plaintiff alleges that Parker promised
to rehire her in a new position with Xerox if she would accept
the reduction in force package. She contends that Parker knew
that she would not accept the reduction in force package
absent such a promise, because as her supervisor he knew
that she was not ready to retire, had just moved to North
Carolina, and would not voluntarily separate from Xerox if
she was not guaranteed an ability to return to the company.
Plaintiff contends that she reasonably relied on this promise
and did not search for other employment or pursue other
opportunities.

Plaintiff's fraud claims share the same five essential elements:
“(1) [f]alse representation or concealment of a material fact,
(2) reasonably calculated to deceive, (3) made with intent
to deceive, (4) which does in fact deceive, (5) resulting in
damage to the injured party.” Rowan Cnty. Bd. of Educ.
v. U.S. Gypsum Co., 332 N.C. 1, 17, 418 S.E.2d 648, 658
(1992); see also Media Network, Inc. v. Long Haymes Carr,
Inc., 197 N.C.App. 433, 453, 678 S.E.2d 671, 684 (2009)
(applying same factors in fraudulent inducement action).
Rule 9(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requires
plaintiff to plead the “circumstances” surrounding fraud with
particularity. See, e.g., Strum v. Exxon Co., USA, 15 F.3d 327,
331 (4th Cir.1994); Food Lion, LLC v. Schuster Mktg. Corp.,
382 F.Supp.2d 793, 797 (E.D.N.C.2005). The circumstances
of fraud that must be pled with particularity include “the time,
place, and contents of the false representations, as well as the
identity of the person making the representations and what he
obtained thereby.” Harrison v. Westinghouse Savannah River
Co., 176 F.3d 776, 784 (4th Cir.1999).

Parker argues that plaintiff's allegations do not state an
actionable claim for fraud because Parker's representations
that he would rehire her were a mere promise of future intent.
“As a general rule, a mere promissory representation will not
be sufficient to support an action for fraud ... [unless] it is
made with intent to deceive the promisee, and the promisor,
at the time of making it, has no intent to comply.” Johnson
v. Phoenix Mut. Life Ins. Co., 300 N.C. 247, 255, 266 S.E.2d
610, 616 (1980), overruled on other grounds by Myers &
Chapman, Inc. v. Thomas G. Evans, Inc., 323 N.C. 559, 374
S.E.2d 385 (1988). Parker argues that plaintiff has not put
forward any allegations that Parker entered into the contract
with the intent to deceive. The court agrees.
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*8  The facts in plaintiff's complaint simply state that Parker
agreed to rehire plaintiff in exchange for her accepting a
reduction in force package, but that he never carried through
on this promise. She also alleges that such representations
were “material” and made “falsely,” with the “intent of
misleading” her. But even though a plaintiff need not plead
a defendant's state of mind with particularity to state a fraud
claim, see Fed.R.Civ.P. 9(b), such bare-bones recitations are
not sufficient to allege an intent to deceive on the part of
Parker. See Nemet Chevrolet, 591 F.3d at 255 (noting that
court does not consider “elements of a cause of action” or
“bare assertions devoid of further factual enhancement”).

If anything, plaintiff's allegations merely assert that a breach
of an agreement to rehire her. This is insufficient. North
Carolina law jealously guards the separate identity of actions
for tort and those for contract, and a plaintiff must assert facts
establishing that the fraud claim exists separate and apart from
a breach of contract. Strum, 15 F.3d at 330–31. In fact, fraud
arises out of similar circumstances a breach of contract action
“only in ‘carefully circumscribed’ circumstances.” Broussard
v. Meineke Discount Muffler Shops, Inc., 155 F.3d 331, 346
(4th Cir.1998) (quoting Strum, 15 F.3d at 330–31). As such,
the “mere failure to carry out a promise in contract ... does
not support a tort action for fraud.” Strum, 15 F.3d at 331. A
failure to carry out the promise to rehire plaintiff is exactly
what is alleged to have occurred here. Parker's motion to
dismiss is granted.

C. Defendants' Request for Attorney's Fees
Defendants have each requested an award of all costs and
fees incurred in preparing their respective motions. Plaintiff
opposes these requests. However, the briefings thus far do
allow the court to determine whether and to what extent
attorney's fees are warranted. If defendants continue to
seek costs and attorney's fees, they are directed to file an
application for costs and a motion for attorney's fees within

fourteen (14) days of entry of judgment in this case. See
Fed.R.Civ.P. 54(d); Local Civil Rule 54.1. Defendants must
specify the statute, rule, or other grounds entitling them to
an award of fees, and their request must be supported by
affidavits. Morever, any request for fees must satisfy a multi-
factor test regarding reasonableness. See Barber v. Kimbrell's
Inc., 577 F.2d 216, 226 n. 28 (4th Cir.1978). Plaintiff shall
have fourteen days from service of defendants' motions within
which to respond in opposition to the requested award of costs
and attorneys fees.

The court notes that Xerox has not moved for judgment on
its counterclaim for breach of contract, nor has it moved
to voluntarily dismiss this claim. Accordingly, this claim
remains pending. Until such time as Xerox's counterclaim
is adjudicated, this case will not proceed to judgment. See
Fed.R.Civ.P. 54(b). And as already noted, until the court
enters judgment, any application for costs will be premature.
See, e.g. Wynne v. P.C. Greenville Ltd. P'ship, 190 F.R.D.
399, 401 (E.D.N.C.1998). A motion for an award of attorneys
fees is likewise best left until the court has entered judgment
under Rule 54.

CONCLUSION

*9  For the reasons given herein, defendant Parker's motion
to dismiss (DE # 20) and defendant Xerox's motion for
judgment on the pleadings (DE # 22) are granted. Plaintiff's
action is dismissed. Xerox's counterclaim remains pending.

SO ORDERED.

Parallel Citations

111 Fair Empl.Prac.Cas. (BNA) 891

Footnotes
1 Defendants' motion for a protective order (DE # 36) and motion to stay the dispositive motion deadline (DE # 39) are

addressed in separate orders. For good cause shown, and where Xerox's counterclaim will remain pending, those motions
will be allowed.

2 At the outset, the court notes certain relevant allegations about the parties in this case. Plaintiff is a white female over
the age of forty (40). Parker is an African–American male. Xerox is a multi-billion dollar corporation with approximately
130,000 employees worldwide. It is incorporated in New York with headquarters in Connecticut.

3 Plaintiff states that she was not provided the statutorily mandated amount of time under federal law to review the reduction
in force package, which included a waiver of claims. She also states that she was informed by Paker and his executive
assistant in September 2008 that the executed paperwork had been lost and that plaintiff would have to execute another
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signature page and return it immediately. Plaintiff was informed that, if she did not resubmit the signature page, she
would forfeit her benefits.

4 In addition to the pleadings themselves, the court may look to documents attached thereto, documents attached to a
Rule 12 motion that are integral to the complaint and authentic, and matters of public record of which judicial notice may
be taken. Philips v. Pitt Cnty. Mem'l Hosp., 572 F.3d 176, 180 (4th Cir.2009). Plaintiff appears to admit to the veracity of
the release in her answer to Xerox's counterclaim, and relies upon its language in her opposition to Xerox's motion. She
also urges the court to consider the release without converting Xerox's motion to one pursuant to Rule 56. Accordingly,
the court looks to the release at Exhibit A in adjudicating the instant Rule 12(c) motion.

5 With respect to “releases of particular federal rights secured by specific provisions of federal law,” the Fourth Circuit has
elected in the past “not to adopt the federal common law rule used by some circuits for determining the validity of such
a release,” but instead has looked to “relevant state law principles.” See Kendall v. City of Chesapeake, Va., 174 F.3d
437, 441 n. 1 (4th Cir.1999).

6 In any event, the language of the release fully complies with each of the requirements of § 626(f)(1). The court notes
that the release is written in easily understood language and specifically references ADEA. It does not purport to waiver
claims arising after the execution of the release. It notes that plaintiff received a salary continuance (i.e., Xerox continued
to pay plaintiff's salary for nine months after her separation from the company) as consideration, and plaintiff has admitted
as much in her answer to Xerox's counterclaim. Finally, the release contains express language, written in bolded capital
letters, advising plaintiff to consult with an attorney, to take up to forty-five (45) day to consider the release before signing,
and to inform Xerox within seven days of any intent to revoke the release.

Although plaintiff contends that she was not advised by Parker or the human resources officer to consult an attorney
or to take the required forty-five (45) days before signing the release, such advice is clearly written in bold on the face
of the release. It is a fundamental principle of contract law that “parties to a contract have an affirmative duty to read
and understand a written contract before signing it.” Park v. Merrill Lynch, 159 N.C.App. 120, 126, 582 S.E.2d 375,
380 (2003); accord Cara's Notions, Inc. v. Hallmark Cards, Inc., 140 F.3d 566, 571 (4th Cir.1998). It matters not a whit
whether plaintiff was verbally informed of her rights under the OWBPA. She was informed in writing of these rights
and declined to exercise them. The OWBPA does not invalidate the release with respect to plaintiff's ADEA claims
in these circumstances.

End of Document © 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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2011 WL 2119097
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.

United States District Court, E.D. North Carolina,
Eastern Division.

NACCO MATERIALS HANDLING
GROUP, INC., d/b/a Yale Materials

Handling Corporation, Plaintiff,
v.

The LILLY COMPANY, Defendant.

No. 4:11–CV–28–D.  | May 25, 2011.

Attorneys and Law Firms

Donalt J. Eglinton, Ward and Smith, P.A., New Bern, NC, for
Plaintiff.

Jeffrey Clay Smith, Emily C. Taube, Adams and Reese LLP,
Memphis, TN, Catharine B. Arrowood, Matthew William
Wolfe, Raleigh, NC, for Defendant.

ORDER

JAMES C. DEVER III, District Judge.

*1  On February 22, 2011, NACCO Materials Handling
Group, Inc., d/b/a Yale Materials Handling Corporation
(“Yale” or plaintiff), filed suit against The Lilly Company
(“Lilly” or defendant) [D.E. 1]. Yale alleges that Lilly
accessed Yale's secure website without authorization and
accessed proprietary information, which was stored on
computers in Ohio, Illinois, and Washington. Yale claims
Lilly has caused it competitive injury and seeks damages,
injunctive relief, and disgorgement of profits. On March
25, 2011, Lilly filed a motion to dismiss or transfer venue,
arguing that this court lacks personal jurisdiction over it [D.E.
13]. Lilly, however, admits that personal jurisdiction and
venue would be proper in the United States District Court for
the Western District of Tennessee. On April 18, 2011, Yale
responded in opposition to the motion to dismiss or transfer
venue [D.E. 23]. On April 27, 2011, Lilly replied [D.E. 26].
As explained below, the court grants Lilly's motion to transfer
venue, and transfers the action to the United States District
Court for the Western District of Tennessee. In light of this
ruling, the court declines to address plaintiff's other motions
[D.E. 19–21].

I.

When a defendant challenges the court's power to exercise
personal jurisdiction under Rule 12(b)(2), plaintiff bears the
burden of establishing jurisdiction. Carefirst of Md. Inc.
v. Carefirst Pregnancy Ctrs., Inc., 334 F.3d 390, 396 (4th
Cir.2003). Yale must make a prima facie showing, and the
court construes the pleadings and affidavits in the light most
favorable to a Yale. Id . The pleadings and affidavits, taken in
the light most favorable to Yale, establish the following facts.

Yale is a Delaware corporation, with headquarters in
Cleveland, Ohio, that manufactures and sells lift trucks and
parts through Authorized Yale Dealers (“Yale Dealer”). V.
Compl. ¶¶ 2–3, 13. Yale also maintains a Secure Yale Dealer
Resource Site (“Dealer Resource Site” or “website”), which
allows Yale Dealers to access a wide range of proprietary
information. Id. ¶¶ 5–7. Access to the website is restricted to
Yale Dealers and is password protected. Id. ¶ 8. The first time
a user attempts to log in to the Dealer Resource Site with their
user ID and password, the user must review and accept the

terms of use contained in a clickwrap 1  license agreement.
Sattler Decl. ¶ 12. Yale's license agreement in 2007 and 2008
contained the following language:

This License and any disputes arising under or related to
mis License or to this Web Site will be governed by the
laws of North Carolina without reference to conflict of law
principles. Any such dispute shall be resolved exclusively
in the state or federal courts located in North Carolina,
County of Pitt.
Id. ¶ 9 & Ex. B. Users are not required to review and accept
the terms of use for the license agreement every time they
access the Dealer Resource Site. See id. ¶¶ 11–13; see also
Robertson Aff. ¶¶ 4–6. However, if Yale makes changes
to the license agreement, a user is required to accept the
revised license agreement in order to complete the log-
in process. Sattler Decl. ¶ 13. Yale keeps a record of the
most recent occasion each user has accepted the license
agreement. Id.

*2  Before January 2008, Lilly was a Yale Dealer with
locations in Arkansas, Missouri, Mississippi, and Tennessee.
V. Compl. ¶ 19. In January 2008, Lilly was terminated as
a Yale Dealer when Lilly sold the assets in its Nashville,
Tennessee facility to KMH Systems, Inc (“KMH”), another
Yale Dealer. See Clarke Aff. ¶ 5; Sattler Decl. ¶ 7. Lilly is now
a lift track dealer for several of Yale's competitors. V. Compl.
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¶ 20. When Lilly was terminated as a Yale Dealer, Yale
cancelled Lilly's user IDs and passwords for accessing the
Dealer Resource Site. See Sattler Decl. ¶ 13a-d. According to
Yale's records, the last time a Lilly employee accepted Yale's
revised license agreement was on August 23, 2007, when
Lilly was still a Yale Dealer. Id.; see Opp'n Mot. Dismiss 13.
Despite terminating Lilly's access to the website, Yale alleges
that Lilly has been improperly accessing the Dealer Resource
Site. V. Compl. ¶ 9.

Yale claims that from November 1, 2010, through December
20, 2010, Lilly entered Yale's website by using the user ID
and password assigned to Eddie Wolfe, a KMH employee.
Id. ¶¶ 9–10; Sattler Decl. ¶ 13d; Opp'n Mot Dismiss 2. Yale
alleges that Lilly accessed computers located in Ohio, Illinois,
and Washington. See V. Compl. ¶¶ 10, 53. Until January
2008, Wolfe was a Lilly employee. Sattler Decl. ¶ 13d. On
January 18, 2008, KMH hired Wolfe and Yale issued Wolfe
a new user ID and password. Id. After Yale discovered that
Lilly was using Wolfe's user ID to access the website, Yale
cancelled Wolfe's access in December 2010. Id. According
to Yale's records, the last time Wolfe accepted the revised

license agreement was on January 20, 2010. Id. 2

On February 22, 2011, Yale filed suit against Lilly, alleging
violations of federal law and North Carolina, Ohio, Illinois,
Washington, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, and New
York law [D.E. 1]. On March 25, 2011, Lilly filed a motion
to dismiss or transfer venue, arguing that this court lacks
personal jurisdiction over it [D.E. 13]. On April 5, 2011,
Yale filed a motion to expedite discovery, a motion for
a preliminary injunction, and a motion for a preliminary
injunction hearing and consolidated trial on the merits [D.E.
19–21]. On April 18, 2011, Yale responded in opposition
to Lilly's motion to dismiss or transfer venue [D.E. 23]. On
April 27, 2011, Lilly replied [D.E. 26]. On May 2, 2011, Lilly
responded in opposition to Yale's motions for a preliminary
injunction, consolidated trial, and expedited discovery [D.E.
29]. On May 12, 2011, Yale replied [D.E. 34]. On May 13,
2011, the parties submitted a joint Rule 26(f) Report [D.E.
35].

Lilly is a Tennessee corporation with headquarters in
Memphis, Tennessee. V. Compl. ¶ 14. Lilly does not have
any offices, facilities, employees, or agents in North Carolina.
Clarke Aff. ¶ 7. Likewise, Lilly does not have any real or
personal property, including computers or servers, in North
Carolina. Id. ¶¶ 7–8. Lilly does not have any customers or
ongoing contractual relationships in North Carolina. Id. ¶¶

4, 9. 3  Therefore, Lilly claims it is not subject to personal
jurisdiction in North Carolina. Yale responds that personal
jurisdiction is proper for two reasons. First, Yale claims
that Lilly has waived any objection to personal jurisdiction
because the license agreement on Yale's website contained
a North Carolina forum selection clause. See Opp'n Mot.
Dismiss 8–15. Second, Yale argues that by repeatedly
accessing Yale's Dealer Resource Site, Lilly is subject to
specific jurisdiction in North Carolina. See id. at 15–23.
Lilly replies that it is not bound by the forum selection
clause because Yale cannot establish Lilly saw or agreed to
Yale's revised license agreement in effect in 2010. See Mem.
Supp. Mot. Dismiss 7–11; Reply Br. 1–4. As for specific
jurisdiction, Lilly argues it does not exist because none of the
alleged events occurred in North Carolina and Lilly's alleged
actions were not “directed” at North Carolina. See Reply Br.
4–5 (noting that the computers were located in Ohio, Illinois,
and Washington).

II.

*3  Personal jurisdiction is typically determined before
venue. However, when sound justification exists for doing so,
a court may consider venue first. See, e.g., Leroy v. Great
W. United Corp., 443 U.S. 173, 180 (1979). A court need
not have personal jurisdiction over a defendant to transfer
a case pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1404(a) or 1406(a). See
Goldlawr, Inc. v. Heiman, 369 U.S. 463,466 (1962); O'Neal
v. Hicks Brokerage Co., 537 F.2d 1266, 1268 (4th Cir.1976);
Koehring Co. v. Hyde Constr. Co., 324 F.2d 295, 297–98 (5th
Cir.1963); Internatio–Rotterdam, Inc. v. Thomsen, 218 F.2d
514, 515–16 (4th Cir.1955). Questions regarding transfer
under section 1404(a) are committed to the sound discretion
of the district court. See, e.g., Stewart Org., Inc. v. Ricoh
Corp ., 487 U.S. 22, 29 (1988); Brock v. Entre Computer
Ctrs., Inc., 933 F.2d 1253, 1257 (4th Cir.1991). Under 28
U.S.C. § 1404(a), a district court may transfer a case for the
convenience of the parties and witnesses, in the interest of
justice, to any other district where the action might have been
brought. See 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a). Additionally, a district
court has the power to dismiss an action, or if it is in the
interest of justice, transfer an action if venue is improper
in the transferor court. See 28 U.S .C. § 1406(a). Even if
venue is proper in the transferor court, transfer may be made
under section 1406(a) for any reason which constitutes an
impediment to a decision on the merits. See, e.g., Porter
v. Groat, 840 F.2d 255, 257–58 (4th Cir.1988); Jenkins v.
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Albuquerque Lonestar Freightliner, LLC, 464 F.Supp.2d 491,
494 (E.D.N.C.2006).

Courts consider numerous factors in determining whether
transfer is appropriate. These factors include the convenience
of the witnesses, where the events occurred that gave rise
to the action, the residences of the parties, plaintiffs initial
choice of forum, the availability of compulsory process, and
the law which will govern the dispute. See Collins v. Straight,
Inc., 748 F.2d 916, 921–22 (4th Cir.1984); Jenkins, 464
F.Supp.2d at 493–94; Hardee's Food Sys., Inc. v. Rosenblatt.
44 F.Supp.2d 767, 770 (E.D.N.C.1998). Plaintiff's choice
of forum is ordinarily accorded considerable weight, but
that weight is lessened when the conduct giving rise to the
complaint did not occur in the forum. See, e.g ., Telepharmacy
Solutions, Inc. v. Pickpoint Corp., 238 F. Supp, 2d 741,743
(E.D.Va.2003); Lynch v. Vanderhoef Builders. 237 F.Supp.2d
615, 617 (D.Md.2002). An agreement as to the appropriate
forum, if such an agreement exists, is a factor for the court's
consideration, but it is not dispositive. See Stewart Org., 487
U.S. at 30–32; Brock, 933 F.2d at 1258.

The events giving rise to the complaint occurred in Tennessee
and the computers Lilly allegedly accessed are located
in Ohio, Illinois, and Washington. Thus, the witnesses
regarding Lilly's alleged conduct are primarily in those states.
Moreover, although Yale claims that many of its witnesses
are located in North Carolina, the focus of this factor is
qualitative, not quantitative. See 15 Charles Alan Wright
et al., Federal Practice & Procedure § 3851 (3d ed.2007).
Furthermore, this court cannot compel non-party witnesses,
such as KMH employees in Tennessee, to attend a trial in this
district. See, e.g., Fed.R.Civ.P. 45(c)(3)(A)(ii); 15 Wright et
al., Federal Practice & Procedure § 3851 (“Often cited as
the most important factor ... is the convenience of witnesses,
most particularly non-party witnesses who are important
to the resolution of the case.”). Additionally, because the
conduct giving rise to the complaint did not occur in North
Carolina, Yale's choice of forum is accorded less weight.
Likewise, even assuming Lilly agreed to the forum selection
clause (an issue that is hotly contested), this agreement is
not dispositive. As for the residences of the parties, both are
corporate citizens of other states, and although Yale resides
in North Carolina, Lilly does not Yale notes that several of
its claims are grounded in North Carolina law. However, this
argument carries little weight where, as here, Yale has also
brought claims under Tennessee, Ohio, Illinois, Washington,

Alabama, Mississippi, and New York law. Finally, venue is
proper in the United States District Court for the Western
District of Tennessee. See 28 U.S.C. § 1391(a). Therefore,
in light of the entire record and for the convenience of
parties and witnesses, and in the interest of justice, transfer is
appropriate under section 1404(a).

*4  Alternatively, even if venue is proper in this district,
transfer may also be appropriate under section 1406(a) in light
of the potential impediment to a decision on the merits. See,
e.g., Porter, 840 F.2d at 257; Jenkins, 464 F.Supp.2d at 494–
95. Yale's ability to obtain personal jurisdiction over Lilly
in the Eastern District of North Carolina remains in serious
doubt. See, e.g., Carefirst, 334 F.3d at 400 (concluding
that defendant's internet activities, which had an effect in
the forum state, were not sufficient to establish specific
personal jurisdiction where defendant did not have an intent
to target individuals in the forum state); Specht, 306 F.3d
at 20 (refusing to enforce website license agreement where
plaintiffs did not have notice and manifest assent to its terms);
TradeComet.com LLC v. Google, Inc., 693 F.Supp.2d 370,
374, 376 (S.D.N.Y.2010) (enforcing forum selection clause
contained in revised terms and conditions where plaintiff
had notice and agreed to the new terms). Although Lilly
disputes being subject to personal jurisdiction in the Eastern
District of North Carolina, Lilly admits to such jurisdiction
in the Western District of Tennessee. See Mot. Dismiss 1–2.
Therefore, transfer is appropriate under 28 U.S.C. § 1406(a).

Having considered the entire record, the convenience of the
parties and witnesses, and in the interest of justice, this dispute
would best be resolved in the United States District Court
for the Western District of Tennessee. Accordingly, the court
grants defendant's motion to transfer venue. See 28 U.S.C. §§
1404(a), 1406(a).

III.

Lilly's motion to transfer venue [D.E. 13] is GRANTED.
Moreover, the court DECLINES to rule on plaintiff's other
motions [D.E, 19, 20, 21]. The transferee court will resolve
those motions. The action is transferred to the United States
District Court for the Western District of Tennessee.

SO ORDERED.
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Footnotes
1 A clickwrap agreement is a dialogue box that appears on a webpage and requires the user to agree to certain terms

before allowing the user to proceed. See Specht v. Netscape Commc'n Corp ., 306 F.3d 17, 21–22 & n. 4 (2d Cir.2002).

2 Although Yale attempts to cast doubt on the identity of the person who accepted the revised license agreement on January
20, 2010, Yale has no evidence that it was a Lilly employee. See Sattler Decl. ¶ 13a-d; see Opp'n Mot. Dismiss 2, 13.

3 Yale admits that Lilly is not subject to general personal jurisdiction in North Carolina. See Opp'n Mot. Dismiss 15.

End of Document © 2015 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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